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ABSTRACT
This document recapitulates the seventh in a

continuing series of annual, nationwide vocational education
dissemination conferences. As a record of conference activities and a
guide to available resources, information, and programs across the
country, this recap is intended to serve both conference participants
and a general audience of vocational educators. Following the
executive summary and introduction is an overview of all conference
events that provides the title of each topical session and the names
of presenters. Sessions reported later in the conference agenda are
indicated. Annotations of the 46 topical sessions (presentations,
workshops, and seminars) area then presented. The thematic emphasis of
the sessions is on a diversity of tools, techniques, and exemplars
for helping vocational educators achieve programmatic excellence in
an information age, including databases and retrieval systems;
networks, resource centers, and program improvement organizations;
microcomputer courseware; and techniques to develop exemplary program
improvement products. Annotations follow the sequence of the
conference agenda; repeated sessions are indicated. Many session
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FOREWORD

A Recap of The Seventh Nationwide Vocational Education Dissemination

Conference reviews the proceedings of that convening of vocational education

disseminators, linkers, administrators, researchers, resource staffs, and

other change agents at the National Center for Research in Vocational

Education, Columbus, Ohio, on November 13-15, 1984. The National Center

extends appeciation for the excellent response to the call for presenters

issued several months before the conference, and for the support and

participation of the many agencies and individuals who sponsored and

prepared 46 individual session offerings, and who sponsored the partici-

pation of conferees-at-large. Appreciation also is extended to the

National Research Coordinating Unit Association and the State Research

Coordinating Units as well as The National Network for Curriculum Coordi-

nation and the regional Curriculum Coordination Centers for their planning

advice, support and participation.

The National Center for Res -h in Vocational Education gratefully

acknowledges the efforts of staff members Dr. Norman M. Singer, Conference

Director, and Scot Krause, Program Coordinator, as well as the participation

of keynote speaker Dr. Ronald Havelock of George Mason University, Fairfax,

Virginia.

This recap was compiled by Norman M. Singer, Shelley Grieve, and

Katherine M. Shumate, the last of whom also served as conference secretary.

Lorna Calvert typed tne manuscript. Editorial assistance was provided by

Judy Balogh.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document recapitulates the seventh in a continuing series of

annual, nationwide vocational education dissemination conferences. Like

the earlier conferences in this series, this conference addressed the

persistent problem of affording vocational educators, disseminators and

program improvement personnel nationwide with d dynamic forum for accessing

and exchanging vital information and with stimul.ii for the improvement of

dissemination and the subsequent improvement of vocational education programs.

The thematic emphasis of the conference sessions summarized in this document

is on a diveesity of tools, techniques and exemplars for helping vocational

educators achieve programmatic excellence in an information age -- in a

time when vocational education and society-at-large are confronted daily

with fast-paced changes and the resultant need to improve now we cope with

those changes.

The conference sessions reported in the recapitulation are concerned

with a variety of issues and questions which vocational education at large

should contemplate as they work to promote vocational education excellence

in this information age. These include:

What databases and retrieval systems are

available for accessing latest information?

What products are available to help address

priority concerns among states and local

education agencies?

What networks, resource centers and program
improvement organizations operate to help the

vocational educator?

What theoretical and conceptual problems need

the attention of the vocational education change

agent or linker?

What kinds of programs and practices command the

attention of the postsecondary vocational educator?

vii



What new instructional and manufacturing tech-
nologies should be familiar to the progressive
vocational educator?

How can a vocational education organization assess
its readiness for change (e.g. for individualization
and competency-based instruction)?

What makes vocational curriculum "disseminable?"

How should one identify, evaluate and integrate
microcomputer courseware in their vocational
programs?

How can vocational assessment be adapted to the
constraints and needs of the in-school setting?

What are some of the untapped dissemination opportu-
nities vocational educators can find in Corrections
education?

What should the vocational education change agent
know about current trends and issues in adult
education?

How might the vocational educator develop exemplary
program improvement products that command attention
and prove to be "disseminable?"

Information, answers, and other kinds of educational responses to

these issue-laden questions were delivered throughout The Seventh Nationwide

Vocational Education Dissemination Conference in the various individual

sessions and workshops. These are summarized in the "Recap" document,

and selected resources, hand-out material, and exhibit items are

referenced in the descriptions and presented in appendix A. Contact

information about both the presenters and conferees-at-large is presented

in appendix B.

The Seventh Nationwide Vocational Education Dissemination Conference

brought to bear 46 different sessions (presen4*ations, workshops, or seminars)

which offered the conference parLicipants a diversity of information to

help them and their home organizations address the questions articulated

above. This document Avmarizes, session-by-session, that array of information.

viii
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The Seventh Nationwide Vocational Education Dissemination Conference

and this recap document demonstrates that the National Center for Research

in Vocational Edcuation, many state vocational education agencies, local

secondary and postsecondary institutions, and various national and regional

networks and clearinghouses are facing squarely the continuing problems

of updating vocational education research, practice and evaluation to

meet the information age challenges. They are developing databases,

libraries and resource centers, instructional and reference products,

and new programs and practices in response to those challenges. Concurrently,

they are contemplating actively the range of theoretical, philosophical

and conceptual or developmental issues which must be addressed in the

quest for vocational education excellence. Examples and details regarding

this important progress are found among the summaries and appendicized

materials in this document. Finally, the list of presenters and participants

provided in appendix B demonstrates that conferees from 27 states came to

participate in the conference on their own volition or at the discretion

of their sponsoring agencies. This level of interested participation

suggests that the need to afford vocational educators, disseminators and

program improvement personnel with a dynamic forum information access and

exchange is, indeed, real and widely recognized. On that basis, the

National Center for Research in Vocational Education has recommended to

the Office of Vocational and Adult Education, U. S. Department of Education,

that The Eighth Nationwide Vocational Education Dissemination Conference

be conducted similarly in 1985, addressing the theme, "Marketing Vocational

Education through Products and Services: Strategies for Program Effectiveness."

10
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INTRODUCTION: HOW TO USE THIS RECAP

As a record of conference activities and a guide to available

resources, information and programs across the country, this recap is

intended to serve both conference participants and a general audience

of vocational educators. Tne compilers of this document suggest that

it he used in several ways:

1. Peruse it to scan for information and resources
you may wish to explore further through telephone,

mail, or ADVOCNET contact with various presenters.

2. Review it more closely to refresh your recall about
the conference sessions you attended, or to learn
more about those sessions you did not choose at
the conference. Extend the value of your participation!

3. Make copies of pertinent descriptions in this recap
and share them with your staff, colleagues and prof-
fessional acquintances. Share the wealth with them!

4. Keep this recap handy as a useful office reference to
prompt recall and further contact with presenters who
dealt with topics related to your needs and interests
throughout the year. Get in touch with presenters!

5. Use this recap to stimulate your own creative thinking
about possible presentations you or your organization
may wish to make at The Eighth Nationwide Vocational
Education Dissemination Conference schedulcd for
October 15-17, 1985, at the National Center.

Immediately following this introduction, you will find a overview

of all of the conference events. This overview provides at a glance

the title of each topical session and the names of the presenters.

The overview also includes indications of sessions repeated later

in the conference agenda.

Following the overview agenda chart, annotations of each of the

46 different topical sessions(presentztions, workshops and seminars)

are presented. ThPse annotations follow the sequence of the conference

agenda. Repeated sessions are also indicated. Many of the session

annotations make reference to particular information pieces, hand-outs,

x 11
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and exhibit materials which are presented sequentially in appendix A.

individual session annotations specify reference page numbers in appendix A.

The final section of this recap presents an updated list of all

conference participants and presenters. The list includes their names

and addresses as well as telephone numbers for those who wished for them

to he included. National Center participants and presenters are listed

together following the list of field-based participants and presenters.

All National Center staff members can be reached by mail at the National

Center, by telephone (toll-free) at 1-800-848-4815 (from the Continental

USA outside of Ohio) or 1-614-486-3655. National Center staff also can

be addressed via the ADVOCNET electronic mail system at the following

electronic address: AVO 0007 (in care of the Program Information Office).

If you wish to offer suggestions of topical sessions for The Eighth

Nationwide Vocational Education Dissemination Conference on the theme,

"Marketing Vocational Education through Products and Services: Strategies

for Program Effectiveness," contact Dr. Norman M. Singer to discuss your

ideas. It's not too early to plan for your 1985 conference presentation.

In any case, mark your calendar now to participate in The Eighth Nationwide

Vocational Education Dissemination Conference in Columbus, Ohio, on

October 15-17, 1985. The National Center staff looks forward to seeing

you here!

12
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OVERVIEW OF CONFERENCE SESSIONS

a...J.%
8:00 !Conference Registration and Refreshments -- Room 1C, 1960 Building

. 9:00 aim.

9:00 - . elcorie and Staff

I

10:25 a,m. ,ntroductions
2

kettok
Opening NO4m Singe
General Coniekence Di
Session

Chair-
person:
Nokm
Singek

10:25
10 :45 0.m.

Opening Comments and
Introduction of
Keynote Speaker

D4. Robert E. Taytok
Executive Dikeeto4
National Centek

i? ;.m.

Session 1

Keynote Address: Orientation to the
Conference:

The Linkage Challenge:
Improving the Practice

products ihand Services
mole

of Vocational Education National Centel

V. Ronald Havelock Orientation to Agenda

Geo4ge Mason utuNe4- Scot K4auee

eity Program Cookdinatot

hi n

Session and Refreshment Break -- Room 1A, 1960 Building

Community College:
Youth's Link to Job
Markets

San4.sa A4ky
Catot Pyles
Houston Community
College System

Room: lA

Organizational Health:
A Prerequisite for
Meaningful Change

Malvin Faikman
university o
A4kaneaa
(REPEATED, SESSION 10

Room: 1B

Using Interactive
Video Technology to
Teach Technology

Ann V. Bnown
IVES Inco4pokated
(REPEATED, SESSION 7)

Room: 1C

All Roads Lead to "ROME"
Resource Organizations
and Meetings for Educa-
tors--An All- Purpose
Database

Ruth Gordon
National Centers

Room: North Auditorium

11:30 0.m. Lunch and "Table Talk with Division Associate Directors at National Center -- Room IA

Divisions: Development: Harry Drier Personnel Development & Field Services:
Evaluation & Policy: Mac McCaslin LUCY Throne
Information Systems: Juliet Miller Research: John Bishop
International: Joel Maglsos

12:30
1:20 P.m,

Session 2
Og

Choir-
- person:

Lucy
41 7htane

1:30 -
2:20 P.'3.

Session

22C-
I2:40 P.m

V.
.1{U

_':30 P.M.

- Session 4

-

4:30 P.M.

Session 5

OMR

0110 mignlignts

Sonia P4ice
Ohio State Department
o6 Education

()theta: Brenda
Halleneen, Cti66o4d
Migat, Date Baughman

Room: IA

Ohio Highlights
(Continued)

Room: IA

The Arizona Center
for Vocational Educa-
tion: "A Western
Approach"

Donald A. Pakeons
Arizona Centers

Room: 1B

Utilizing R & D Pro-
ducts in Strategic
Planning and Human
Development

Warren Gko66
North Central Tech-
nicat Cottege (Ohio)

Room: 1B

Refreshment Break -- Room 1A, 1960 Building

lime on Task: A
ictul to Improve

vjcational Education

Ida Halaez
Naiionat Centek

Rcv IA

4:30 p.m,

5:45
7 :00

Postsecondary Vpco-
tional/Technical
Advising a Counseling

Catol Pyles
Sandka .44ky
Houston Community
College System

Robotics -- Flexible
Manufacturing in
Education

14thu4 M. Peters
TII Robotic Syetema,
Incokpokated (Itt.)
(REPEATED, SESSION Si

Room: 1B

Robotics -- Flexible
Manufacturing in
Education

A4thu4 M. Pete46
(REPEATED FROM
SESSION 4)

Tired of Telephone
Ping Pong? Try Elec-
tronic Mall

Yvonne Bekgtand
Wee Budke
National Centers
(REPEATED, SESSION 121

!Room: IC

Using Labor Market
and Enrollment Data
for Secondary-Post-
secondary Articula-
tion

Meg Murphy
North Carolina Depakt-
ment o6 Public In-
at4uction
(REPEATED, SESSION 4)

Room: IC

The Future Environment
for Vocational Education

Mokgan Lewis
Jeannette Fkase":
National Centek

Room: North Auditorium

NNCCVTEA detwork That
Works!

Rebecca S. Dougtaaa
Batbaka Lucknek-Loveleas
National Netwokk
CuPoLicutum Cookdinatior.
in Vocationat/Technicat
Education

Room: North Auditorium

Using Labor Market
and Enrollment Data
for Secondary-Post-
secondary Articula-
tion

Meg Murphy
(REPEATED FROM
SESSION 3)

Room: 1C

IA Search In Time,,,
Saves!

Judy Waidek
National Centek

Room: IA Room: 1B ROOM: iC

Adjournment

HO Host Reception: Voyager Room, University Hilton Hotel -- Conferees, their guests, and
dational Center staff -at -large -- Entertainment: Haresulte,1

Entrepreneurship Educa-
tion--A Change Process- -
Vocational Education
the Vehicle

Novetta Roaa
National Cente4

Room: North Auditorium
AO 4MMI

The Special Education
Software Center, ,And
You

Phyllis Bakers
LINC Reeoukces, Inco4-
pokated (Oh4o)

ROOM: North Auditorium



Wednesday -- November 14, 1984

8:00 -
0:30 a.m.

Chair-
Persur:
Mac
McCaatin

Refreshme:its and Announcements -- Room 1A, 1960 Building

d.30 -
9:20 a.m.

Session 6

We All Have Questions-
W2 All Have Answers

Jan Novak
The Vocational Studies
Center (Wieconain)

Room: IA

Job Development on A
Shoestring

Ca4ot Spencer
WitbeA60Ace UniveA-
eity (Ohio)

Room: 13

10320 a.m.

Session 7

An Alternative
Approach to Vocational
Education Curriculum

Joanna Kiate4
Ohio State OepaAtment
06 Education

Room: IA

Adapting Vocational
Assessment to the
Constraints and Needs
of the In-School Set-
ting: A Problem-
Solving Strategy

Deto4e4 H, Nelson
Debra G. Hammer
Kentucky Department
06 Education
(REPEATED, SESSION 14)

Room: 1B

Vocational Adminis-
trator's Use of
Microcomputers

C. Todd Stkohmenge4
Appalachia Educational
Laboratory, Inc.
(West ViAginia)

Room: IC

Using Interactive
Video Technology to
Teach Technology

Ann V. B4own
(REPEATED FROM
SESSION 1)

ROOM: 1C

10:20
10:40 a.m.

Refreshment Break -- Room 1A, 1960 Building

10:40
11:30 a.m

Session 8

Is Your Curriculum
Dissemioable?

Ruth Votz Patton
East. Central Network
Illinois VocatZonat
Curriculum CenteA

Room: IA

Disseminaticn/Dif-
fusion of a Food
Production/Food
Service Curriculum

Beth Packard
Arizona Center
Vocational Education

RoCt: 18

11:30 a.m.

Assessing Progress
Toward Individualiza-
tion

Richard J. Smith
Texas State. Technical
Institute

Room: North Auditorium

Bridging the Goo Bet-
ween Research and Prac-
tice: Building a Wet-
work for Disseminating
Research on Youth
Employability

Mango Vh.eebuttg Izzo
National Center

Room: North Auditorium

Identifying, Evalua-
ting, and Integrating
Microcomputer Course-
ware for Vocational/
Technical Education

Shirley Chaise
National Ceter
(REPEATED, SESSION 14)

Room: 1C

Organizational Health:
A Prer 4dislte for
Meaningful Change

Marvin FaiAman
REPEATED FROM
SESSION 1)

Room: North Auditorium

Lunch and Recognition Awards: Selected Products -- Room 1A, 1960 Building

VA. RobeAt E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center

123n
2:20 p.m.

Session 9

Chair-
person:

Jay
Smcnk

ANN1=1111M.

Roundtable Discussion of Selected Products (Concurrent Sessions) Tailor Made Strategies
of Dissemination

Group 1 (12:30-1:20 p.m. -- Each Roundtable repeated twice)

1. Career Redirections for Aaults, Marilyn clank, Northwest
Regional Education Labortato4y (Oregon)

2. Education for Employment -- Planning fir Economic Development:
A Strategic Approach, James Leach, Univeuity 06 Ittinoia

3. Making It Work--In-Service Training Program for Vocational
Education, Etaine Cadigan, Massachusetts State Department
06 Education

4. Target: Employment - -A Resource Guide to Job-Seeking and
Job-retention Materials, James P,toking, Vocationat Education
SeAviceA, Indiana University

Room: IA -- Numbers 1, 3 & 4; Room 1B -- Number 2

Group 2 (1:30 - 2:20 p.m. - Each Roundtable repeated twi-,)

5. Communications Skills I & II and A New Look At An Old Skill:
Reading in the Vocational Classroom, Tom Hi ndeo, InetAuctional
Mateitiato Laboratory, Ohio State University

6. Leadership Development Through Planned Instruction in
Vocational Education, Joseph CvancaAa, VepaAtment 06 AgAicut-
tuAe and Home Economics, Washington State Unkvekaity

7. Presentin. Cooperative Education -A Guide for Providing
Information about Cooperative Education and Recruiting Work
tations, Seymou4 Leah, National Child Labo4 Committe (NV)

H.S. Bitola
Indiana Univeuitg

Pete' Seidman
Ittinoie State Board
o6 Education

Linda Lotto
National Center

Room: North Auditorium

Tailor Made Strategies
of Dissemination
(Session Continues)

Room: IA -- Numbers 1) & 6; Room: 1B Number 7 Room: North Auditorium
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WednFicriov Nnvemhor 14, 1984 (continued)

2:25 Refreshment Break -- Room 1A, 1960 Building
2:40 p.m.

2:40
3:30 P.m.

Session 10

3:40 -
4:30 P.M,

Session 11

Development of an
Exemplary Product

Etainc Cadkgan
Massachusetts Stott
Department oti
Education

Room: IA

Trends qnd Issues in
Adult Education

Suet's Dial
National Casten

Kathleen Theit
Lakewood Public
Schools (Ohho)

Room: IA

Competency-Based
Career Guidance
Modules

Bob Campbell.
National Ctnteh

Room: 18

VOSCAN: An Elec-
tronic Database for
Vocational Education

Jeii Lake
East Centkat Netwohk,
Ittinoie Vocational
Cukkicutum Centek

Room: IC

Comoinency-Based
Vocational Education

Mahusetts--A

3:0
Bad State-

Shinity McLean
sheita mckbekt
Ma44achmAtttA State
Depaittotnt oi rd.
(MUM USSION 12)

Electronic Access to
a State Curriculum
Resource Center

Ti.. MacLaugti.n
Glokia Kittbaso
Michigan Vocational
Education Reeoutce
AICentth

Room: 18 Room: IC

4:30 P.m. Adjouroment

"Words Worth Processing"

Rohe Thomson
New Valk State Depant-
rent o Education

Room: North Auditorium

Building Local Consen-
sus

Jot E. Shively
Appalachia Educational
Labokatoky (Wiest
Vikginia)

Room: North Auditorium
I-

8:00
8:30 a,m,

Chair-
person:
Judy
Samuefbon

Thursday -- November 15, 1984

Refreshments and Announcements -- Room 1A, 1960 Building

8:30
9:20 a.m.

Session 12

Competency-Based
Vocational Education
In Massachusetts - -A
School-Based State-
wide Model

Shipley McLean
Sheila Hetbett
(REPEATED FROM
SESSION 11)

ROOM: IA

ACTIONCODE--The
Interactive Videodisc
Training System

Chip Hdtkt.4.1

Pat Andeteon
National Education
Cokpokation
(Connecticut)

Roan: 18

Tired of Telephone
Ping Pong? Try Elec-
tronic Moil

Yvonne Behgland
Wee Budke
National Centel
(REPEATED FROM
SESSION 21

Room: 1C

9:30
10:20 G.M.

Session 13

Gaining Acceptance as
an Award Winning
Program

Rebecca Douglass
East Central Netwoith

Robert Scott
066kce oti Vocatinal
and Adult Education
(Washington, D.C.)

Rood : IA

Corrections Education
Unt..-. Dissemina-
tion 1..rtunities

Ida Natahz
Motional Ceateh

Room: 1B

Managing Databases
with Microcomputers

Ruth Ookdon
Naomi Jacobs
Sand/to Ktkka
National Cintek

Room: IC

10:20
10:40 a.m.

10:40
11:30 o.m.

Session 14

Refreshment Break -- Room IA, 1960 Building

Adult Vocational
Development

Waited Adars
Apptackka EduLa-
tkonat Labokatoty

Adapting Vocational
to the

Constra nts and Needs
of the n- School Set-
ting: A Problem-
Solving Strategy

PialMtli H. Nelson
Dtbka O. Hammtk
(REPEATED FROM
SESSION 1)

Identifying, Evalua-
ting, and Integrating
Microcomputer Course-
ware for Vocational/
Technical Education

Shipley Chase
National Centel(
(REPEATED FROM
SESSION 8)

Room: IA Roam: 18 Room: IC

11:30 a,m. Conference wrao-Up, Evaluation and Final Adjournment -- Room IA, 1960 Building

1 5 It-,
'' A

3.
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ANNOTATIONS OF THE CONFERENCE SESSIONS

THE SEVENTH NATIONWIDE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DISSEMINATION CONFERENCE

"Excellence for the Information Age"

Dr. Norman M. Singer, Conference Director

Scot Krause, Program Coordinator for
The National Academy for Vocational Education

TUESDAY, November 13, 1984

AM Chairperson: Norm Singer

8:15 AM CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

Both pre-registered ..onferees and new registrants convened

at the National Center where they received conference

materials packets and had an opportunity for informal

greetings. Morning refreshments were provided.

9:00 AM OPENING GENERAL SESSION
Room 1A, 1960 Building

Welcome and Staff Introductions

Norm Singer, Conference Director
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

OPENING COMMENTS

Dr. Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

Dr. Taylor opened the conference by describing the many

and diverse approaches taken by National Center staff over

the years to promote the best spread, exchange, choice and

use of vocational education program improvement information

aWresources nationwide. The annual dissemination confer-

ences represent but one technique available to vocational

educators to stimulate and sustain an energetic two-way
flow of communication among change agents.

4



9:15 AM KEYNOTE ADDRESS: THE LINKAGE CHALLENGE: IMPROVING THE
PRACTICE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Dr. Ronald Havelock
George Mason University

Dr. Havelock introduced the keynote address by defining
the role of vocational education as one of matchin opportu-
nities and the changing needs of society with the skills
and capacities and inclinations of succeeding generations.
To expand this point, he called upon the theory of linkage
and its underlying assumptions and portrayed the resource-user
interfaces he sees in vocational education. Emphasis was
given to the importance of understanding the user as a social
system including the peer network and the formal organization.
It was explained that understanding the need spectrum and
the resource system also is vital to realizing effectively
the theory of linkage and defining appropriately one's role
as a change agent. The change agent role may be defined
as that of a knowledge carrier or need message carrier, a

knowledge broker, the general information service provider,
the transformation specialist, the linkage process specialist,
the application or utilization specialist, the change process
specialist, or as the change catalyst.

Dr. Havelock further explored issues in change agent role
definition and placement, and offered ten principles to
guide any linkage effort. The principles include homophily,
empathy, linkage, proximity, structuring, capacity, openness,
reward, energy and synergy.

10:15 AM ORIENTATION TO THE CONFERENCE

Products and Services of the National Center

Cathy Ashmore, Field Services
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

Orientation to Agenda

Scot Krause, Program Coordinator
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

10:25 AM REFRESHMENT BREAK
Room 1A, 1960 Building

5
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10:40 AM CONCURRENT SESSION #1. (Participants chose one workshop.)

COMMUNITY COLLEGE: YOUTH'S LINK TO JOB MARKETS

Room: 1A, 1960 Building
Sandra Arky
Carol Pyles
Houston Community College System (TX)

Community colleges are links in training between youth

and the job market. Close cooperation between community
colleges and regional industry is one of America's

strengths. Working in small groups, participants from

various geographic regions identified high-tech

requirements for specific industries. Discussion revealed

a need for locally-based program planning rather than

following nationwide trends. The need for business and

industry to play an active role in such planning was also

stressed.

ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH: A PREREQUISITE FOR MEANINGFUL

CHANGE
Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Marvin Fairman, Professor of Educational Administration,

University of Arkansas, and President of

Organizational Health: Diagnostic 81 Development Corp.

Have you wondered why an "excellent new program" is

implemented successfully in one organization and fails in

what appears to be a similar organization? Are you

interested in learning about a diagnostic tool and

strategies for enhancing the success of new innovations?

Participants in this session expressed a desire for their

State leaders to become aware of this innovative and

pragmatic approach for helping organization leaders and

members accept and internalize new programs and concepts.

Figures illustrating "Sequential Steps for Improving Good

Focus "and "Factors Contributing to Increased Organiza-

tional Productivity: A Conceptual View" are found in

appendix A, pp. 29-30.

USING INTLRACTIVE VIDEO TECHNOLOGY TO TEACH TECHNOLOGY

Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Ann V. Brown
IVES, Inc. (MI)
(Computer-based Training)
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11:30 AM

This session demonstrated the power and flexibility of

using interactive video computer-based training to teach

vocational subjects. There was a demonstration of an

interactive video electronics training system that

combined both theory and "hands on" skill modules. This

is an individualized, competency-based, open-entry/open-

exit system that has been used to train individuals both

in industry and in the classroom. There was also a

demonstration of how interactive materials are created

using existing videotape and an authoring system to

develop specific needs courseware. (This is repeated

during session #7.)

ALL ROADS LEAD TO "ROME". . . RESOURCE ORGANIZATIONS AND

MEETINGS FOR EDUCATORS, AN ALL-PURPOSE DATABASE

Room: North Auditorium, 1900 Building

Ruth Gordon
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

The ROME database lists organizations, professional

meetings, projects, and products that cover all areas of

education. This overview of ROME emphasized features that

can contribute to dissemination efforts such as

publicizing workshops and conferences and identifying

organizations as target audiences or collaborators. A

description of ROME and an invitation to contribute to the

RRS meetings exchange are found in appendix A, pp. 31-33.

LUNCHEON AND "TABLE TALK" WITH NATIONAL CENTER DIVISION

ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS
Room: 1A, 1960 Building

John Bishop, Research Division
Harry Drier, Development Division
Joel Magi sos, International Division

Mac McCall in, Evaluation and Policy Division

Juliete Miller, Information Systems Division

Lucille C. Thrane, Personnel Development and Field

Services Division

PM Chairperson: Lucy Thrane

12:30 PM CONCURRENT SESSION #2. (Participants chose one workshop.)

OHIO HIGHLIGHTS: ACTION AGENDA FOR THE CHANGING WORKPLACE

(This i, the first part of a double length session.)

Room: 1A, 1960 Building



Sonia M. Price
Ohio Department of Education

Brenda Hallensen
Clifford Migal
Dale Baughman

It seems apparent that every State needs a new agenda for
action. Ohio has one! Participants at this session heard
state and local vocational educators discuss major
initiatives aimed specifically at adapting vocational
education to the changing workplace. A great deal of
interest was shown in increased basic skills for
vocational education students, and questions were posed
regarding teaching certification for business persons who
"trade places" with certified teachers in the
classroom. (This is continued in session #3.)

THE ARIZONA CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION: "A WESTERN

APPROACH"
Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Don Parsons
The Arizona Center for Vocational Education

This presentation briefly discussed starting a new
vocational education center, including discussion about
State and university commitment, resources, goals, and
structure. Inform.tion was provided regarding development
of the Arizona Cenwr, its accomplishments, and potential
impact on neighboring States.

TIRED OF TELEPHONE PING PONG? TRY ELECTRONIC MAIL
Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Yvonne Bergland
Wesley Budke
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

The technology of electronic mail was described, its
advantages and uses were discussed, and procedures for
joining ADVOCNET--the electronic mail network for adult,
vocational, and technical education--were explained. The

various features of the Dialcom systemincluding
electronic publishing, the news clipping service, and
conferencing--were also presented. See questions and

answers about ADVOCNET in appendix A, pp. 35-36.

THE FUTURE ENVIRONMENT FOR VOC ED
Rout: North Auditorium, 1900 Building
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Morgan Lewis
Jeannette Fraser
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

This session presented an overview of the major economic,

technological, and demographic forces that will shape the

future environment for vocational-occupational education.

Rapid advances in technology and the economy are changing

the nature of work performed in the United States. As

work changes, vocational and occupational education must

adapt to these changes. Not only must new skills be

taught, but programs must also respond to changes in the

characteristics of students, the delivery of instruction,

and the role of the instructor. Secondary programs will

be likely to put more emphasis on vocational education as
a means of achieving general education goals (basic
skills), whereas postsecondary programs will be likely to
become more diverse and provide more upgrading and

retraining in addition to initial skill training.
Educators, as trainers of tomorrow's work force, need to
be able to anticipate these changes and develop
appropriate responses.

1:30 PM CONCURRENT SESSION #3. (Participants chose one workshop.)

OHIO HIGHLIGHTS: ACTION AGENDA FOR THE CHANGING WORKPLACE
(This is the second part of a double-length session.)

Room: 1A, 1960 Building

Sonia M. Price
Ohio Department of Education

Brenda Hallensen
Clifford Migal
Dale Baughman

UTILIZING R & D PRODUCTS IN STRATEGIC PLANNING AND HUMAN

DEVELOPMENT
Room: 18, 1960 Building

Warren H. Groff
North Central Technical College (OH)

This session assisted participants in interpreting the

societal transition from an industrial to a
postindustrial, technical, information society. The

implications for strategic planning and human resource
development using R&D products were discussed. The value

of strategic planning as a tool that can help shape the

"school of the future," or the "electronic college," was

emphasized.
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USING LABOR MARKET AND ENROLLMENT DATA FOR SECONDARY-

POSTSECONDARY ARTICULATION
Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Meg Murphy
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction

The importance of interpreting the steps involved in a

data-justified decision-making process regarding

articulated curriculum development was presented. In

addition, participants sought to identify sources of data

supporting curriculum decisions in vocational education

and investigated standards/criteria for decision making.

A sample decision-making diagram taking into account

decision points and chance events is found in appendix A,

p. 38.

NNCCVTE--A NETWORK THAT WORKS!
Room: North Auditorium, 1900 Building

Rebecca S. Douglas, Director
East Central Network for Curriculum Coordination (IL)

Barbara Luckner-Loveless, Associate Director

Western Curriculum Coordination Center (HI)

Curriculum network activities and their implications for

vocational teachers, administrators, and State department

of education personnel were presented. The history and

major responsibilities of the network were described and

representatives of four curriculum coordination centers

spoke about their individual network activities. A

summary of the cost-effectiveness of the network was also

stressed.

2:20 PM REFRESHMENT BREAK--Room: 1A, 1960 Building

2:40 PM CONCURRENT SESSION #4. (Participants chose one workshop.)

TIME ON TASK: A TOOL TO IMPROVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Room: 1A, 1960 Building

Ida Halasz
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

Time-on-task analysis is an excellent tool for aslessing

how students use time in vocational classes. Baled on the

analysis, teachers can determine how to change t..,eir
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teaching in order to increase student opportunities to

learn and build their skills. This session demonstrated

how time on task analysis could be used to improve

vocational education. Data collected from a research

study conducted by The National Center for Research in

Vocational Education clearly illustrated how vocational-

technical students used time in the classroom and

methodology was presented for the improvement of student

performance. Results of the National Center research in

graph form and other time on task materials are included

in appendix A, pp. 39-44.

ROBOTICS -- FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING IN EDUCATION

Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Arthur M. Peters
TII Robotics Systems, Inc. (IL)

In this session the various technologies that comprise a

sccessful course on robotics and flexible manufacturing

were presented along with those skills required to train

employable students for industry. (Repeated during

Session #5.)

USING LABOR MARKET AND ENROLLMENT DATA FOR SECONDARY

POSTSECONDARY ARTICULATION
(This is a repeat of session #3.)

Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Meg Murphy
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction

ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION-A CHANGE PROCESS -- VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION, THE VEHICLE
Room: North Auditorium, 1900 Building

Novella Ross
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

Vocational education has become the vehicle to organize

diverse entrepreneurial sectors (business, industry,

labor, government, and education) into a cohesive team to

plan the infusion of entrepreneurship education into

vocational and adult education. A consortium of 25 States

presently exists for this purpose. As a follow-up to some

of the recommendations provided by the attendees, some

additional States will be contacted and invited to join

the consortium. (See also "Why Entrepreneurship

Emphasis" in appendix A, p. 45.)
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3:40 PM CONCURRENT SESSION #5. (Participants chose one workshop.)

POSTSECONDARY VOC-TECH ADVISING AND COUNSELING
Room: 1A, 1960 Building

Carol Pyles
Sandra Arky
Houston Community College System (TX)

Community colleges by definition address the educational
and training needs of a particular clientele as well as
meet the ever-expanding needs of industry for training
workers. An interface between technical faculty and
student services is imperative to address the individual
learning styles of students. Techniques for the
utilization of individual learning styles in classroom
situations were presented as well as methods for
counselors to enhance learning situations beginning with
the initial assessment of a student up to and including
the student's participation in class.

ROBOTICS--FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING IN EDUCATION
(This is a repeat from session #4.)
Room: 18, 1960 Building

Arthur M. Peters
TII Robotic Systems, Inc. (IL)

A SEARCH IN TIME . . . SAVES!

Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Judy Wagner
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

ERIC, VECM, RIVE, and other databases are filled with
program descriptions, curriculum materials, courseware,
and practical ideas that can save time and money.
Attendees were encouraged to become aware of these
resources in their own areas so that they could have ready

access to all the information available.

THE SPECIAL EDUCATION SOFTWARE CENTER . . . AND YOU

Room: North Auditorium, 1900 Building

Phyllis Baker
LINC Resources, Inc. (OH)



S

I

Finding instructional and administrative microcomputer
software for special needs students is not an easy task.

This session provided information and suggestions for the

development of a center designed to assist parents,
teachers, administrators, and others involved in the

education of handicapped persons. The individual services

of the three segments of this software center: SRI

International (formerly Stanford Research Institute), LINC

Resources, Inc., and the Council for Exceptional Children,

Children--were explained.

4:30 PM ADJOURNMENT
Bus transportation to University Hilton Hotel.

5:45 PM NO HOST RECEPTION
Voyager Room, University Hilton Hotel

A mixer for conferees, their guests, and National Center

staff at large

Musical Entertainment: HARESUITE

7:00 PM DINNER

WEDNESDAY--NOVEMBER 14, 1984

AM Chairperson: Mac McCaslin

8:00 AM ANNOUNCEMENTS AND REFRESHMENTS

8:30 AM CONCURRENT SESSION #6. (Participants chose one workshop.)

WE ALL HAVE QUESTIONS . . . WE ALL HAVE ANSWERS

Room: 1A, 1960 Building

Jan Novak, Project Director
Vocational Studies Center (WI)

We all ask, "What is the best way to get this information

out?" And we all have ideas on how to do this! The first

part of the session highlighted vehicles used by the

Vocational Studies Center (University of Wisconsin-
Madison) to disseminate information and provide services

at local, State, and National levels. The second part

encouraged all participants to describe an area in wnich



they would like ideas for dissemination or planning. The

group then "brainstormed" activities and suggestions to

help their colleagues.

Two of the major concerns addressed were working with

business and industry and getting your money's worth out

of educational software. "A Step by Step Process for

'Getting the Information Out" is found in appendix A,

pp. 47-51.

JOB DEVELOPMENT ON A SHOESTRING
Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Carol Spencer
Wilberforce University (OH)

Developing jobs for cooperative education students is time

consuming and can be expensive. This session shared a few

ideas and techniques for developing an effective job

development "cmmpaign package" for a mandatory

postsecondary cooperative education program.

VOCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS' USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS

Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Todd Strohmenger
Appalachia Educational Laboratory (WV).

This session focused on the use of microcomputers as tools

to enhance the management skills of vocational administra-

tors. It provided a broad overview of off-the-shelf-

utility software including word processing, database

management, electronic spreadsheets, project management,

business graphics, integrated and integrator programs,

and decision making, and thought-processing programs. An

annotated list of management software programs and

information on the AEL TechLine are found in appendix A,

pp. 53-58.

ASSESSING PROGRESS TOWARD INDIVIDUALIZATION

Room: North Auditorium, 1900 Building

Richard J. Smith
Texas State Technical Institute

Participants learned the criteria for assessing

instructional programs for the basis of individualization

as a method for converting the instructional methodology

in postsecondary vocational-technical institutions.

Docv,entation shared included an assessment instrument
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measuring progress toward individualization of programs,

based on the "indicators" of individualization model

developed at Texas State Technical Institute. (See

appendix A, pp. 59-71.)

9:30 AM CONCURRENT SESSION #7. (Participants chose one workshop.)

AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

CURRICULUM
Room: 1A, 1960 Building

Joanna Kister
Ohio State Department of Education

Students today will live most of their lives in the

21st century. Will our traditional vocational education

prepare them adequately?

In Ohio, we have developed a process model curriculum

that emphasizes thinking skills in the context of

vocational home economics.

During this presentation, curriculum development

implications of behaviorist and developmental/humanist

perspectives were explored; differences between

qualitative and quantitative research as bases for

curriculum development were noted; and the rationale for a

practical problem approach to voc ed curriculum

development was explored. Discussion at this workshop

centered on business and industry trends and their

implications for an alternative approach to vocational

education curriculum.

ADAPTING VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT TO THE CONSTRAINTS AND

NEEDS OF THE IN-SCHOOL SETTING: A PROBLEM-SOLVING

STRATEGY
Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Delores H. Nelson
Debra G. Hammer
Kentucky Department of Education

The Fayette County (KY) Vocational Assessment Guide was

present through discussion and videotape as an affordable,

practical vocational assessment strategy from an

educator's point of view. It stresses the preparation of

special needs pupils for appropriate vocational

placements. Fayette County's solutions to common problems

associated with in-school vocational assessments and based

upon 7 years of experience were addressed during this

session.



USING INTERACTIVE VIDEO TECHNOLOGY TO TEACH TECHNOLOGY
(This is a repeat of session #1.)
Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Ann V. Brown
IVES, Inc. (MI)

BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE: BUILDING

A NETWORK FOR DISSEMINATING RESEARCH ON YOUTH
EMPLOYABILITY
Room: North Auditorium, 1900 Building

Margo Vreeburg Izzo
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

This presentation described the user-driven dissemination
strategy currently being used to build a network of
National associations that have an interest in research on
youth employability. The goals of the project itself are
to translate the research results into applicable products
and articles for school personnel including
administrators, teachers, guidance counselors, and the
youth themselves.

This workshop focused on the following objectives relative
to this model for network building:

Selecting your target audience

Finding out needs and interests of the target
audience

Meeting those needs and interests through a mutual
collaborative agreement

Samples of brochures developed using this strategy were
shared and articles currently in development were
provided.

10:20 AM REFRESHMENT BREAK--Room: 1A, 1960 Building

10:40 AM CONCURRENT SESSION #8. (Participants chase one workshop.)

IS YOUR CURRICULUM "DISSEMINABLE"?
Room: 1A, 1960 Building

Ruth Volz Patton
East Central Network for Curriculum Coordination



How "disseminable"is your curriculum? Can it be made more

disseminable through format? This presentation created an

awareness of existing curriculum formats and compared and

evaluated examples. A checklist of format criteria

developed by State liaison representatives of the East

Central Network was shared.

DISSEMINATION/DIFFUSION OF A FOOD PRODUCTION/FOOD

SERVICE CURRICULUM
Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Beth Packard
Arizona Center for Vocational Education

This session provided a "how-to" approach to curriculum

implementation. Four steps in the professional
development process necessary to move from introOuction to

full utilization of a competency-based/performance-based
curriculum were presented:

Introduction

Demonstration and practice

Planning and implementation

Technical assistance

Publicity and public relations efforts that support

dissemination were also stressed.

IDENTIFYING, EVALUATING, AND INTEGRATING MICROCOMPUTER

COURSEWARE FOR VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Shirley A. Chase
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

Are you frustrated in trying to locate and select

microcomputer courseware for instruction? During this

session, information was presented on locating courseware

through databases, especially VECM; the use of courseware;

choosing and evaluating courseware to meet instructional

needs; and procedures for integrating courseware into the

teaching/learning situation. (See "Courseware Evaluation:

Form and Guide" and accompanying materials in appendix A,

pp. 73-84.)
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11:30 AM

ORGANIZATIONAL HEALTH: A PREREQUISITE FOR MEANINGFUL

CHANGE
(This is a repeat of session #1.)

Room: North Auditorium, 1900 Building

Marvin Fairman
University of Arkansas

LUNCHtON
Room: 1A, 1960 Building

RECOGNITION AWARDS: SELECTED EXEMPLARY PRODUCTS

Dr. Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

PM Chairperson: Jay Smink

12:30 PM SESSION #9. ONE OF TWO SPECIAL ACTIVITIES SELECTED

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS OF SELECTED EXEMPLARY PRODUCTS

Group 1 (12:30-1:20 PM--each roundtable presented twice)

1. Career Redirections for Adults, Marilyn Clark,

Northwest Regional Education laboratory (OR)

2. Education for for Economic

-D-Ci19221Tien fFr---ir4:E'"c

James

each, n vers y o no s

3. Making It Work--In-service Training Program for

Vocational Education, -Elaine Cadigan,

giisachusetts-State bepartment of Education

4. Tar et: Em lo ment--A Resource Guide to

o see ng an' o. -re en on 'a er a s, James

Pershing, Vocational Education Serviies,

Indiana University

Room 1A--Numbers 1,3, & 4; Room 1B--Number 2

Group 2 (1:30-2:20 PM--each roundtable presented twice)

5. Communication Skills I & II and A New Look at

an Old Skill: Readin in the Vocational

7assroom,omirisrucona'aerials
Laboratory, The Ohio State University
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6. Leadership Development throu h Planned

Instruction in Vocationa ucifiEFITToseph
CTIFicar7,-17iTaart-o-fWttire and Home
Economics, Washington State University

7. Presentin Coo erative Education--A Guide for

Providing n ormat on a out °opera %-t-T.76

Education ancrRecruiting Work Stations, Seymour

es a o 1 Laborabor Committee

Room es 5 & 6; Room #7

TAILOR-MADE STRATEGIES OF DISSEMINATION

Room: North Auditorium, 1900 Building

H.S. Bhola
Indiana University

Peter Seidman
Illinois State Board of Education

Linda Lotto
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

Inventing and disseminating change are integral parts of

the daily tasks of vocational education professionals.

The session sought to improve the effectiveness of these

tasks by (1) making the point that ta:lor-made,
situation-specific strategies are the only sensible
option; (2) demonstrating the fact that the design of such

strategies is within the capabilities of the
non specialist disseminator; and (3) sharing procedures

that may make a disseminator's life easier.

The principles of planned change presented by Bhola are
based on the CLER model, which suggests that innovation
diffusion or planned change is a function of optimization

of four variables:

Configurations and their relationships brought into
being by the change transaction between the planner
and the adopter systems

Linkages within and between the planner and adopter

systems

The environments of the planner and adopter systems

Resources available to facilitate change

See "Tailor-Made Strateyies of Dissemination" (appendix A,

pp. 85-104) for an explanation of the process.



2:40 PM CONCURRENT SESSION #10. (Participants chose one workshop.)

DEVELOPMENT OF AN EXEMPLARY PRODUCT Room: 1A, 1960

Building

Elaine Cadigan
Massachusetts State Department of Education

One element of critical importance in the understanding

and acceptance of materials for use by local schools is

the involvement of those schools and State department of

education staff in the developmental process. This

presentation recounts the experiences of the Massachusetts

Department of Education, Department of Occupational

Education, in the development and dissemination of Making

It Work: An In-service Training Program for Vocational

Education. Aspects highlightedincluded the project

advisory committee and its role, personnel training, and

background on the Massachusetts vocational education

structure and its equity plan.

COMPETENCY-BASED CAREER GUIDANCE MODULES

Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Bob Campbell
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

The Competency-based Career Guidance (CBCG) Module Series

is comprised of 34 professional development training

modules for the systematic preservice and inservice

preparation of career guidance personnel. This session

allowed both present and prospective career guidance

personnel from various settings to develop and improve

their skills in planning, supporting, implementing,

operating, and evaluating their career guidance program.

VOSCAN: AN ELECTRONIC DATABASE FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Jeff Lake
East Central Network, Illinois Vocational Curriculum

Center

A demonstration of VOSCAN, the easy-to-use electronic

information exchange of the Illinois Vocational Curriculum

Center, was offered. VOSCAN contains information

pertaining to five vocational areas. In addition, there

is a section of task lists and learning guides available



-

from the IVCC, and sample task lists and learning guides

that can be downloaded to the user's printer. Vocational

educators can either use the existing system through the

East Central Network for their disseminatioi activities or

establish their own network.

Discussion during this session centered on technical

aspects and problem solving related to software

modification, equipment dedication, and hackers.

WORDS WORTH PROCESSING Room: North Auditorium, 1900

Building

Ross Thomson
New York State Department of Education

The purpose of this session was to show how information

that is already being gathered, compiled, and published

can be "packaged" for broader disseminaticn through word

processing--thus increasing public awareness of vocational

education objectives and outcomes. A New York State

background study on information dissemination resulted in

the simple, practical techniques shared here that can

provide better information for wider audiences. Examples

of press releases and capsule news reports were shared.

3:40 PM CONCURRENT SESSION #11. (Participants chose one workshop.)

Pi TRENDS AND ISSUES IN ADULT EDUCATION

Room: 1A, 1960 Building

1

Susan Imel
The National Center for Research io Vocational Education

Kathleen Theil
Lakewood Public Schools (OH)

Because of increasing interest in adult education, it is

helpful for disseminators in vocational education to

be aware of major issues in that field. This session

highlighted current, "hot" trends in adult education,

focusing on adult education legislation, adult literacy,

the implications of changing technologies, certification,

and coordination/turf issues. After issues were

presented, participants were invited to nominate trends

that they themselves had noted.



COMPETENCY-BASED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN MASSACHUSETTS--A
SCHOOL-BASED STATEWIDE MODEL
Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Shirley McClean
Sheila Herbert
Massachusetts State Department of Education

The plan, procedures, and resources of an effective

and replicable competency-based vocational education

curriculum development program were shared during this

session. Attendees learned how practicing vocational
instructors were trained and supported in the development

of a CBE staff training manual and CBVE curriculum. The

"paired school" concept of curriculum development and the

"peer -to- peer" dissemination technique were explained.

The CBVE staff training manual, several complete CBVE

staff training manuals, and a number of learning guides

were among the resources displayed. (This is repeated in

session #12)

ELECTRONIC ACCESS TO A STATE CURRICULUM RESOURCE CENTER

Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Tim MacLaughlin
Gloria Kielbaso
Michigan Vocational Education Resource Center

The session demonstrated how counselors, administrators,

and teachers access the Michigan Career

Education/Vocational Education Resource Center via a

telecommunications system. This "total system" is a

learning tool for targeted audiences who wish to use a

electronically transmitted information. Users request

vocational news, conferences and workshops, new products,

and software; search document holdings housed in the

Center, and request information via the Info Exchange--all

while avoiding telephone tag! A question and answer

period followed for sharing and comparing information.

BUILDING LOCAL CONSENSUS
Room: North Auditorium, 1900 Building

Joe E. Shively
Appalachia Educational Laboratory (WV)

What are the educational needs of vocational

administrators, vocational teachers, and the local

community? How do you determine these needs, how do you
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build local consensus, and how do you disseminate the

information? This session provided vocational educators
with an overview of a structured process for identifying

voc ed needs from a variety of perspectives, a procedure

for building local consensus, and a mechanism for

dissemination. (See appendix A, pp. 105-117.)

4:30 PM ADJOURNMENT
Bus transportation to University Hilton Hotel

THURSDAY--November 15, 1984

AM Chairperson! Judith Samuelson

8:00 AM ANNOUNCEMENTS AND REFRESHMENTS

8:30 AM CONCURRENT SESSION #12. (Participants chose one workshop.)

COMPETENCY-BASED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN MASSACHUSETTS--A

SCHOOL-BASED STATEWIDE MODEL
(This is a repeat of session #11.)
Room: 1A, 1960 Building

Shirley McClean
Sheila Herbert
Massachusetts State Department of Education

ACTIONCODE: THE INTERACTIVE VIDEODISC TRAINING SYSTEM

Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Chip Harris
Pat Anderson
National Education Corporation (CT)

Participants learned about ActionCode, an interactive

videodisc training system that combines up-to-date

courseware with state-of-the-art hardware in electronic

and mechanical technology. ActionCode can be utilized in

varied ways including specific training, complete courses,

and supplemental study.

TIRED OF TELEPHONE PING PONG? TRY ELECTRONIC MAIL

Room: 1C, 1960 Building
(This is a repeat of session #2.)
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Yvonne Bergland
Wes Budke
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

9:30 AM CONCURRENT SESSION #13. (Participants chose one workshop.)

GAINING ACCEPTANCE AS AN AWARD-WINNING PROGRAM
Room: 1A, 1960 Building

Rebecca Douglas
East Central Network (IL)

Vocational programs that receive the U.S. Secretary of
Education's Award of Recognition exemplify the most
valuable features of a quality vocational program. What
makes a vocational program acceptable for nomination?
Answers to this question were explored as participants
became familiar with the award program and the criteria
used in Judging nominations through discussion and mock
nominations.

CORRECTIONS EDUCATION:
UNTAPPED DISSEMINATION OPPORTUNITIES
Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Ida Halasz

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education
Until very recently, corrections education was left out of
the mainstream of funding and consideration by "regular"

educators. Recent Federal funding and National a4 Intion

to the importance of educating inmates has hlghli ited the

needs of correction educators for many curriculum and
other materials. During this presentation, participants
examined critical need areas in corrections education,
heard a profile of inmates nationally, and learned how
some of those needs could be met by "regular" educators.

MANAGING DATABASES WITH MICROCOMPUTERS
Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Ruth Gordon
Naomi Jacobs
Sandra Kerka
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

This informal panel discussion suggested ways to control
voc ed information and disseminate it more quickly and



accurately to those who require it in their work. Three

different applications, all using the same software and

hardware, were described, including applications for data

management, publication of reports and catalogs, data

retrievals and management and accountability reporting.

10:20 AM REFRESHMENT BREAK--Room 1A, 1960 Building

10:40 AM CONCURRENT SESSION #14. (Participants chose one workshop.)

ADULT VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT Room: 1A, 1960 Building

Walter W. Adams
Appalachia Educational Laboratory (WV)

This session reported on two research studies conducted by

the Appalachia Educational Laboratory on adults in post-

secondary education and vocational training programs,

which studied the success and failure of adults in

completing the admissions process and first term of

school. Information and samples of validated interven-

tions to enhance adult success were presented and

discussed with participants.

ADAPTING VOCATIONAL ASSESSMENT TO THE CONSTRAINTS AND

NEEDS OF THE IN-SCHOOL SETTING: A PROBLEM-SOLVING

STRATEGY (This is a repeat of session #7.)

Room: 1B, 1960 Building

Delores H. Nelson
Debra G. Hammer
Kentucky Department of Education

IDENTIFYING, EVALUATING, AND INTEGRATING MICROCOMPUTER

COURSEWARE FOR VOCATIONAL/TECHNICAL EDUCATION

(This is a repeat of session #8.)

Room: 1C, 1960 Building

Shirley Chase
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

11:30 AM CONFERENCE WRAP-UP, EVALUATION, AND FINAL ADJOURNMENT

Room: 1A, 1960 Building

37
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Appendix A

Selected Handouts and Presentation Matellbla
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ADVOCACY

INTERNALIZATION
_,---.,--- .,i----,------..--- ,----.----..---- ..---..-x---------,,--9/

..-- .,--_----,..----

SUPPORT

ACCEPTANCE

CLARITY

SEQUENTIAL STEPS FOR IMPROVING GOAL FOCUS

Mervin Fairman and Connie Lucas, "Sharpening the Focus on Goal Focus," Educational

Leadership, February, 1983.
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THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

RESOURCE AND REFERRAL SERVICE

Resource Organizations and Meetings for Educators

(ROME) Data Base

ROME

aissmssommismz
PAPROJECT T PROFlIE

The Resource Organizations and Meetings for Educators (ROME) data base contains description% of nonprofit
professional organizations, research organizations, advocacy groups, and agencies in education and related disciplines.
Over 1,000 organizations are represented in the data base, with 1,200 anticipated by November 30, 1984. ROME also
includes professional meetings and publications.

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILES

The organizations in the data base offer resources and current information needed to solve educational prob-
lems. For this reason, ROME includes many types of organizations: citizen-parent groups, clearinghouses, consor-
tiums, centers affiliated with universities, networks, government agencies, research and development laboratories,
public service organizations, and more. The information provided for each organization includes directory-type
information (such as name and address); funding source(s); an abstract detailing background, purpose, and publica-
tions; subject terms that describe the organization's objectives and activities; and other pertinent Information.

ROME may IN, used :o obtain complete information about a particular organization when only partial infor-
mation is known; for example, the telephone number and contact person, if only the organization name is known,
or the full name represented by an acronym. A subject search will identify organizations concerned with specific
topics, such as school finance, early childhood education, and microcomputers. Organizations identified in the data
base through a computu search should be contacted for up-todate information about their publications, activities,

or services.

PRODUCTS AND PROJECTS

Many of the newsletters, journals, and documents produced by organizations in the data base have separate
entries as products. Descriptions of research and development projects may be added at a later data.

MEETINGS

ROME is unique in providing on-line access to information on regional, national, and international meetings of
interest to educators and others associated with education. Selected workshops, seminars, conferences, and symposia
are included. The information provided for each meeting comprises the title, dates, location, contact information,
sponsor(:), cost, and subject terms that describe the content of the meeting. Forthcoming meetings in a particular
city or state, during a certain month, on a particular topic, or targeted for a specific audience can readily be identi-
fied, as well as the date and place of a particular meeting.

ACCESC

ROME is a public data base developed by the Resource and Referral Service, a project of the National Center
for Research in Vocational Education, with Bibliographic Retrieval Services, Inc., As the subcontractor. The Resource
and Referral Service is part of the Research and Development Exchange (RDx), a dissemination network comprised
of eight regional educational laboratories. The names and addresses of the RDx members who will either provide
search services for ROME or make referrals to services within their regions arc printed on the reverse of this sheet.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT
THE NATIONAL CENTER PROGRAM INFORMATION OFFICE
TEL: (114) 446-3066 OA (BOO) 84411-41115
CABLE: CTVOCEOOSU/COLUMBUS,OHIO

4 P1

THE NATIONAL CENTER

FOR RESEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
1960 KENNY ROAD COLUMBUS 01-410 432$0



AE L Regional Exchange
Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc. (AEL,
P.O. Box 1348
Charleston, West Virginia 25325
(304) 347-0420
Contact: Sandra Orletsky
States served: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,

North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia

FWL Regional Exchange
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research

and Development (FWL)
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, California 94103
Telephone: (415) 565-3151
Contact: Lynn Jenks
States served: Northern California. Nevada, Utah

McREL Regional Exchange
Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory

(McREL)
4709 Belleview Avenue
Kansas City, Missouri 64112
(816) 756.2401
Contact: Susan Everson
States served: Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, iowa,

Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota,
Wisconsin, and Wyoming

Northeast Regional Exchange
101 Mill Road
Chelmsford, Massachusetts 01824
(617) 256-3985
Contact: J. Lynn Griesemer
States served: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,

New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and
Vermont

SPONSORSHIP

Northwest Regional Exchange
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

(NWREL)
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204
(503) 248-6800
Contact: Joe Pescara Ili
States served: Alaska, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana,

Oregon, and Washington

RBS Regional Exchange
Research for Better Schools, Inc. (RBS)
444 North Third Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19123
(215) 574.9300
Contact: Richard McCann
States served: Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, and

Pennsylvania

SEDL Regional Exchange
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory

(SEDL)
211 East Seventh Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 476-6861
Contact: Martha Smith
States served: Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,

New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas

Western Regional Exchange
SWRL Educational Research and Development
4865 Lampoon Avenue
Los Alamitos, California 90720
(213) 598-7661
Contact: Barbara Lasser
States served: Arizona, Southern California,

Nevada, and Utah

This activity is sponsored by the National Institute of Education.

Organizations wishing to be included in ROME should contact Jay Smink, Project Director, for information.
Meeting announcements may be ent directly to the Resource and Referral Service at the National Center.

11/83
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AN INVITATION

RRS MEETINGS EXCHANGE

Organizations are invited to announce their regional, national, and international meeting(s)

in this publication and In our online database, Resource Organizations and Meetings for Educators

(ROME). Send us a brochure or coapiete and return this form.

Mall to: Resource and Referral Service

The National Center for Research In Vocational Education

The Ohio State University

1960 Kenny Road

Columbus, Ohio 43210-1090

Attention: Jey Smink

Telephone: (800) 848-4815

(614) 486 -3655 In Ohio and outside the Continental U.S.

Electronic Mall: the Source, BCD805; BRS, T7E5

Announcements must be received by February 1 for Inclusion In the March issue and by August 1 for

the September issue.

MON..*...................... 4.11.1410

Meeting Date(s)

Meeting Title

(month, day, year

Location

Sponso-(s)

(city, state)

Aw1.
Contact Person

(nerve)

(address: city, state, zip)

major themes, key words

(telephone)

Please duplicate form If additional copies are needed.
33 43
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ADVOCNET

1. What is ADVOCNET?

ADVOCNET is a national electronic mail system linking adult, vocational,

and technical educators. The service is provided by ITT Dialcom and fea-

tures message switching, bulletin boards, and teleconferencing.

2. What are the advantages of electronic mail?

Electronic mail ensures quick, accurate, and economical distribution of

information. The computer."mailroom" is accessible 24 hours per day from

anywhere in the country. Messages can be sent simultaneously to all or

selected network members. A written record of each message is provided.

3. What are some examples of how ADVOCNET can be used?

o Planning conferences

o Announcing new products and practices

o Requesting resources

o Submitting reports

o Assessing needs

o Acquiring materials for databases

4. Is ADVOCNET easy to use?

ADVOCNET is designed for ease of use through everyday terminology and

nonthreatening prompts. At any time, you may type "HELP" for instruction

on available options. The basic electronic mail fundamentals are covered

in six easy interactive activities that take about two hours to complete.

5. How do I find out who is on ADVOCNET?

A membership packet including a directory of ADVOCNET members will be

sent to the ADVOCNET coordinator for your state or organization. In

addition, the ADVOCNET directory can be accessed when you are online.

6. How many mailboxes should I have?

When first joining the ADVOCNET system, we recommend one mailbox per

state or organization. As mail volume increases, the assignment of indi-

vidual mailboxes might be considered. To provide for networking among

key state department of vocational and adult education personnel, we

recommend that the following individuals be assigned mailboxes: State

Director of Vocational Education (SDVE), State Director of Adult Educa-

tion (SDAE), State Director al: Postsecondary (SDPS), Research Coordina-

ting Unit Director (RCU), State Curriculum Liaison Representative (SLR),

State Advisory Council for Vocational Education Representative (SACVE),

State Level Guidance Leader (GUID), and the ADVCCNET Coordinator (COOR).

Mailboxes can be shared. 35 44



7. What equipment will I need?

Basic equipment includes a telephone, a microcomputer or receiving ter-
minal, and a modem. If you have any questions concerning your equipment,
please consult an ITT Dialcom Representative or a dealer in your area.
If you use a microcomputer or word processor, be sure to get a modem and
the necessary software. A printer or CRT is needed to receive mail--some
users have both.

8. Is there technical support available?

Technical support materials are provided to all ADVOCNET members. There
are six basic activities designed to teach you how to use electronic
mail. A system manual will be sent from ITT Dialcom. Consulting support
is available by contacting Yvonne Bergland, Judy Wagner or Wesley Budke
at (800) 848-4815 or (614) 486-3655. When on the system, just type in
HELP and it will reap...mkt with instructions on available options.

9. How much will it cost to.join and maintain membership?

The basic costs include a one-time set-up fee of $10.00 to establish the
account and $20.00 per connect hour for electronic mail, including
telecommunications. Accounts incurring less than $25.00 in charges in
any month will be billed for $25.00 that month to cover administrative
costs.

10. How do I join ADVOCNET?

To join ADVOCNET, (-intact Yvonne Bergland, Judy Wagner, or Wesley Budke
at the National Center and request forms and application information by
calling (800) 848-4815 or (614) 486-3655 or writing to:

Systems Manager, ADVOCNET
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210-1090
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.Secondary curriculum personnel
lack of knowledge of vocational/
technical programs at the post-
secondary Institutions.

.Postsecondary curriculum person-
nel lack of knowledge of voca-
tional programs In secondary
schools.

.Curriculum personnel commitment
to articulated development of
vocational/technics1 curricula.

.Variations in allegiance and
planning expertise of curriculum

personnel.

.Lack of Interface of data on
vocational/technical programs
routinely collected from the
secondary schools and post-

secondary institutions.

.tack or interface of data on
vocational/technical programs
and demand for trained workers.

4-

MOVEMENT

'Directives and policies of the
State lairds of Education and
Community Colleges.

4 'Commitment of state boards and
their staffs to competency -
based curriculum development.

.Commitment of state boards and
41.. their staffs to providing cur -

ricutum services to focal
agencies and institutions.

'Increasing costs of curriculum
development activities.

.Reduced resources for educational
research and development activi-
ties.41.
'Requests for articulated curri-
culum materials.

.Requests from students and their

41.. parents for aid In smoothing the
transition from high school to

postsecondary programs.

Availability of data on number

4E. of high school seniors entering
postsecondary institutions.

Flgure 2.9 Artic.lated curriculum planning process as a result of both

positi.: and negative forces.
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TIME ON TASK: A TOOL TO IMPROVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Ida M. Halasz, Ph.D.

Research Specialist

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

**********+#*******************************************************************

Presented at the Seventh Nationwide Vocational Education Dissemination Conference

November 13-15, 1984 48
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37.8

STUDENT USE OF TIME
IN SELECTED

VOCATIONAL CLASSES
(SECONDARY)

KEY

TIME ON TASK
A = BASIC SKILLS
B = THEORY/OTHER CONTENT
C = EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
0 -= PRACTICE
E = NONCONTENT

NOT ON TASK
F = BREAK
G = TIME OFF TASK

1

71%

29%

5o



STUDENT USE OF TIME
IN SELECTED

VO-TEC CLASSES

5.1

(POST-SECONDARY)

KEY
TIME ON TASK

A = BASIC SKILLS
B = THEORY/OTHER CONTENT
C = EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
0 = PRACTICE
E = NONCONTENT

NOT ON TASK
F = BREAK
G = TIME OFF TASK

83%
)

17%
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TEACHING STRATEGIES TO INCREASE
TIME ON TASK

treat time as an important resource,

define individual and class goals clearly,

plan and organize class activities in advance,

use a wider range of teaching methods,

have positive expectations of studer is and
reinforce them in a positive manner

encourage students to work independently

assign meaningful tasks

minimize scheduled, whole class breaks

decrease opportunities for interruptions from
outside classroom, and

serve as a role model for the world of work.

,1' 53



Stage 1

STAGES OF USING TIME BETTER

Stage 2 Stage 3

If it is
necessary
to increase
student
time on task

5 4

Day -today
practice to
increase
student
time on task

55
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WHY ENTREPRENEURSHIP EMPHASIS

Currently there are approximately 16.3 million small U.S. businesses not

including the single employee operations of which there are probably

another 7.1 million. (SBA)

Small business has provided most of the 20+ million new jobs between

1970 and 1980. (Drucker)

Since 1980, Fortune 500 companies have lost 3,000,000 jobs while

businesses less than ten ears old have added at least 750,000 new

jobs and more t an mi ion new employees. (Drucker)

Small business income during 1983 increased 18% over the past year,

while wage and salary expense rose only 6.1%. (SBA)

Business bankruptcies, most of which occur in small businesses,

declined 10.5% during 1983 -- a marked improvement over the previous

year. (SBA)

In 1981 and 1982, small independent firms created 2,650,000 new jobs,

more than compensating for the 1,664,000 jobs lost by large industry.

(SBA)

More than half of the new jobs created in 1981 and 1982 were in the

service sector. (SBA)

Small businesses furnish two-thirds of the jobs for new workers.

Many of these are in the services sector, the traditional doorway

to the job market for the young, minority and unskilled job

seekers. (SBA, 1984)

Women-owned businesses are growing at an all-time high. In 1983,

2.8 million sole-proprietorships were owned by women (4 times the

number in 1977). Including partnerships and corporations the number

exceeds 3.7 million, or 25% of all small businesses.

A large percentage of small businesses (estimate 30-50%) are started

by people with only a high school degree or less. (NFIB, Rutgers)

The areas of greatest job growth in this country are closely

identified with traditional vocational education occupation training.

(Bureau of Labor Statistics)

Smat 1 businesses employ 48% of the private workforce (SBA)

90% of the small businesses in the U.S. employ fewer than 10. people (SBA)

600,000 new business uncorporations occurred in 1983 -- 20,000 more

than the previous record established in 1981 (SBA)

5 7
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Jan Novak
Vocational Studies Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison
964 Educational Sciences Bldg.

1025 West Johnson St.
Madison, WI 53706
(608) 263-2806

(608) 263-4357

STEP BY STEP PROCESS FOR "GETTING THE INFORMATION OUT"

Identify the information to be disseminated or communicated:

Is it facts/research, a publication, a service,

technical assistance...or what???

Determine the target population:

What are their needs?
Where are they located?
What are their interests?
Age, male/female etc.?
How do we communicate with them now (if we do)?

Identify all possible approaches for dissemination/communication:

What have we done in the past?

What do others do?
If we could do anything, what would we want to do?

Brainstorm ideas...

Assess and select dissemination/communication strategies:

(See Worksheet I - attached)

Develop your dissemination/communication plan:

(See Worksheet II - attached)

Implement your plan:

It helps to keep notes or records on required staff

time, meetings, costs (expected 8 unexpected), successes,

problems encountered, etc.

(continued) 47 58



"GETTING THE INFORMATION OUT" P. 2

Evaluate activities and outcomes:

How? Through telephone or mail surveys of target
population, staff, community members, people aware
of/involved with effort, etc. (a representative
sample may be sufficient); follow-up of target
population

What to look for?

Did we reach the target population?
Was the target population the right population

for the information?
What expenses were involved in the strategy?
Was it cost effective?
Was the strategy easy to deliver?
Did we reach or surpass the expected response?
Why or why not?

How can the strategy be improved? Should it

be used again? Should it be "shelved"? Why?

Incorporate evaluation information into next dissemination plan

59
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Jevelopec by

Jan Novak b Barbara Dougherty
Vocational Studies Center
University of Wisconsin

Madison

WORKSHEET I

ASSESSING AND SELECTING DISSEMINATION/COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES

Directions: List the dissemination and communication strategies you have identified. Then, for each

approach, indicate whether the selection criterian is an asset (+) or a limitation (-)

to planning/implementing the approach.

Strategies for
Dissemination/Communication
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Business Graphics

pfs:Graph
Software Publishing Corp.

Comments: Provides a variety of good graphics.
Can get data from pfs:Pile

Microsoft Chart
Microsoft Corp.
Comments: Contains 45 different types and styles of charts and

graphs. Easy to use. Can change data and see effect
immediately.

Communications

Data Capture/PC
Southeastern Software
Comments: Allows capture, editing and storing of information received

online.

Hayes Smartcom II
Hayes Microcomputer Products
Comments: Does not provide capture and editing. Await call feature.

Option to print to printer or disk as info received online.

Database Management

Friday!
Ashton-Tate
Comments: Report program for dBASE II files. Designed to be easy to

use but there is a good deal to be learned in order to use it.

pfs :File

Software Publishing Corp.
Comments: Easy to learn and use. Must have pfs:Report in order to use.

reports from data. Can find into using search procedures.
Limited but good start.

dBASE III
hton-Tate

Comments: Requires
up to 4K
records.

256K. Allows more fields, larger files. Memo fields

. Over 100 fields per record. Unlimited number of
Program language.

RUBE 4000
Microrim
Comments: Uses formal language instead of lay language in describibg fields

and other characteristics. Portions can be locked. No programs"
ing language.

54
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Page Two

Database Management

Ultrafile
Continental Software
Comments: Flexible System. Includes computed fields which automatically

compute using formula built into field. No programming language.

dBASE II
Ashton-Tate
Comments: Includes a programming language. Flexible indexing, sorting,

reporting. Limited to 32 fields and 1000 characters per record.
Not locked.

Graphics

V.C.N. Execuvision
Prentice Hall
Comments: Excellent graphics capability. Can draw using each pixel.

Includes color, cut and paste, several print options, several
font options included.

Integrated

Framework
Ashton-Tate
Comments: Excellent outlining, organizing, includes word processing, database,

spreadsheet, and graphics program that can interchange data.

Minimum 256K RAM but 512K recommended.

Desq
Quarterdeck
Comments: An intearatot that runs programs you already use such as dBASE II,

Lotus 1,2,3 and the pfs series. Allows you to boot several programs

and place them in windows. Mouse can be used. Rec--Ires 1,500,000

bytes of disk space (hard disk). Allows transfer of 'eta among

windows--even if programs are not integrated.

Proofing

pfs: Proof
Software Publishing Corp.
Comments: One of the best proofing programs. Must be used with pfs:Write.

Guesses what the correct word is. Catches capitals in middle

of words.
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Page Three

Proof Lug

Easywriter II Spelling
Information Unlimited Software
Comments: Can be put on same disk as Ensmiter II Master. Can check 'penis

of a word while in word processing mode. Easy (mark) and (find
mark) functions for corrections.

Report Generator

pfs: Report
Software Publishing Corp.
Comments: Allows creation of various kinds of reports from pfs:File data.

Provides totals and sub-totals of data.

RUSE Clout
Microrim
Comments: Artificial inquiry language for getting info from RUSE. You can

teach program new definitions of terms. New version can be used
with other data.

Spreadsheet

Lotus 1,2,3
Lotus Development Corp.
Comments: Very flexible and large. One of the easiest to use but needs

some experience and training.

InteCa lc

Scbuchardt
Comments: 3-Dimensional by including pages as well as rows and columns.

cella 250 x 250 x 250. Very easy to use.

Multiplan
Microsoft

Time 6 Project Manager

IntePert
Schucbardt
Comments: A project tracking program.

intePlan (Professional Series)
Schuchardt
Comments: Excellent time and resource management program. Can keep track

of individual's time spent on projects and activities. Appoint-
ments, meetings, etc. Includes notepad, built-in timer, and
small expense record.

56
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Page Four

Time it Project Manager

Microsoft Project
Microsoft Corporation
Comments: Comprehensive program. Prepares numerous reports on demand.

Includes calendar that can be customized. Critical path automatic.

Monitor and project.

Word Processing

Easywriter II
Information Unlimited Software
Comments: Good basic word processing. Does not create text files. Spelling

program contained on same disk and word or page can be checked

immediately.

pfs:Write
Software Publishing Corp.
Comments: A good easy-to-use program. Has some limitations. Programs can

be stored as text files for transfer online.

Word (with mouse)
Microsoft

Idea Processor

Draft Prepared By:

C. Todd Strohmenger, Co-Director
Basic Skills Program
Appalachia Educational Laboratory
P. 0. Box 1348
Charleston, WV 25325
1-800-624-9120



800 624 9120

THE AEL TECHLINE

The AEL TechLine (a toll-free technology hotline) is a new
resource for educators in the Appalachian Region. It provides educators
a link to the latest thinking, research, and practice regarding the use
of technology in education. AEL supports TechLine with extensive on-line
database search capabilities as well as one of the most comprehensive
education and technology periodical collections in the Region. TechLine
is staffed by personnel experienced in presenting microcomputer workshops
and providing technical assistance to both state and local education
agencies. TechLine is partially supported by AEL's contract with the
National Institute of Education to serve as a Regional Educational
Laboratory.

Since educational use of technology is in a period of experi-
mentation, research, and development, TechLine staff strive to maintain a
broad perspective rather than champion particular programs or
approaches. This perspective allows TechLine staffers to advise objec-
tively educators who are searching for software, hardware, or technical
experience.

Technology in education includes such components as computer
literacy, computer-assisted instruction (CAI), computer-managed in-
struction (CMI), management information systems (MIS), computer-related
curriculum change, and computer-related school administration and manage-
ment issues. The complexity of the matter is compounded by the fact that
each of the topics listed are unstable because they are relatively new,
fast-changing, and controversial. Few educational practitioners have the
time to become aware of all of the issues, let alone keep abreast of the
latest developments. The AEL TechLine and staff can be a valuable
resource to help educators gain on this fast-moving field.

TechLine staff does not have all of the answers. They do know
most of the questions and have access to information regarding ways to go
about answering those questions. Call TechLine (1-800-624-9120) today
and link your school to tomorrow. Be sure to ask for TechLine when you
call.

NOTE: West Virginia educators must call 347-0400 and reverse the charges.
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EVALUATION CHECK LIST FOR RECORDING PROGRESS

TOWARD INDIVIDUALIZATION OF PROGRAMS

1.0 FOLLOWS ADOPTED INSTRUCTIONAL PRECEPTS FOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

1.1 FIXED CONTENT

1.2 VARIABLE TIME

LSI
lro

1.3 FIXED PROFICIENCY

1.1.1 Approved syllabi on file

1.1.2 Course outline and/or course

description on file

1.1.3 Inst. materials consistent

with available guidelines

and/or models

1.2.1 Records indicate open entry

dates (biannually, quarterly,

monthly, weekly, daily)

1.2.2 Records indicate exit upon

completion of course require-

ments (date variances)

1.2.3 Progress charts or other re-

cords of student prog. show

variable completion dates

(of modules, course, instruc-

tional units, etc.)

1.3.1 Ind. and/or bus. data avail-

able for developing perfor-

mance standards

7 2

LEVELS
1 2 3
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1.3.2 Student performance standards

(terminal obi. or comp.) match

available ind. and/or business

standards

1.3.3 Records available indicating

history of student performance

used to establish proficiency

levels.

1.3.4 Evidence of advisory committee

review of proficiency levels is

available.

1.3.5 Evaluations of student performance

recorded and part of history file.

1.4 ALTERNATE LEARNING COMPONENTS 1.4.1 A variety of media .s developed

ARE AVAILABLE for each course.

1.4.2 Alternative study methods are

c:,
identified and employed.

U
1.4.3 Alternative assignments are

provided.

1.4.4 Enhancements practices and/or

work assignments are defined.

2.0 ESTABLISH CURRICULUM ENTRY PLACEMENT PROCEDURE

2.1 SELECTION OF EXIT POINT

73

MI III NMI

2.1.1 Curriculum exit points are dev.

and validated via SICC and Adv.

Comm.

2.1.2 Curriculum and prereq. required

for each exit point exist.
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2.2 ARTICULATION/ADVANCED 2.2.1

PLACEMENT ESTABLISHED

2.2.2

2.3 REMEDIATION LEVELS 2.3.1

C

2.3.2

2.3.3

3.0 CONTENT VALIDITY ESTABLISHED

3.1 VALID TASK INVENTORY 3.1.1

ing about exit point by the

prog. exist.

Comp./perf. test exist for each

curriculum seg. for first-sec.

quarter.

Terminal perf. comp. for each

course are established such that

:.ransf. credit via comp. can be

evaluated without testing.

Functional levels in .aath,

reading, and writing, are idea.

for each course text, module or

other req. res.

Minimal req. levels in reading

are established for the first

term of enrollment.

Remediation of students is pre-

scriptive for each student.

Task List or Inventory are

developed by SICC surveys and

are on file for each course or

cur-iculum component.

7 4
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3.2 TASK ANALYSIS COMPLETED

C.

3.3 CONTENT ACCURACY VALIDATED

3.1.2 Written evidence exists indic.

rev. and valid. of task by

advisory committee(s).

3.1.3 A comparison of course /module

content, outline, and task list.

ind. combat.

3.1.4 Records show evidence of annual

rev. of course content and task

list.

3.2.1 Tasks are analyzed in terms of

frequency, importance, and dif-

ficulty (ifdicated on analysis

forms) via SICC and Advisory

Committee validity.

3.2.2 Annual examination of task ana-

lysis results show rev, and/or

enhancement as app.

3.3.1 Instructional materials have

had technical revision accord-

ing tc established procedures.

3.3.2 Acquired instructional materi-

als are app. current via copy-

right or reference.
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-1/1, !!!!ENTIIIRCAIRRFORECE 3
all 01111 Instructional content is close-

Minn III

OBJECTIVES ly correlated or matches perfor-

mance objectives and irrelevant

content is minimal to nonexis-

tent.

3.4.2 Changes to course objectives

correlate to related changes in

content.

4.0 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES ESTABLISHED

4.1 OBJECTIVES ARE STATED IN

PERFORMANCE TERMS

4.2 CRITERION REFERENCED

G.

4.1.1 Each objective (enabling and

terminal) shall state the per-

formance (action) of the stu-

dent.

4.2.1 Measurement criteria and stan-

dards are listed for each per-

formance objective (enabling

and terminal).

4.2.2 The standard is set for each

performance objective by the

instructor where individual

standards don't exist.

4.2.3 Performance criteria for ter-

minal objectives are at the job

entry level.

o
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4.3 OBJECTIVES REPRESENT

COGNITIVE, PSYCHOMOTOR,

AFFECTIVE DOMAINS

4-

4.2.4 Conditions of performance test-

ing are consistent from one test

cycle to the next.

4.3.1 The domain(s) for each terminal

objective is identified.

4.3.2 Enabling objective domain sup-

ports achievement of terminal

objective.

4.3.3 Affective domiin objectives

should he established for each

program via Task Inventory of

faculty/administration based ou

4.3.4 Performance testing modified to

accommodate testing of handi-

capped as appropriote.

4.3.5 Affective domain objectives are

correlated counseling and the

instructional plan.

5.0 UTILIZE INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY

5.1 INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ARE

INDIVIDUALIZED

4

5.1.1 Student learning guides or mod-

ules are developed for specific

tasks from which performance

objectives are developed.

77
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5.1.2 Learning guides within given

courses or programs follow re-

commended format or specifica-

tions.

5.2 INDEPENDENT STUDY PROVISIONS 5.2.1 Records indicate independent

EXIST progress by studonlf:, group

learn;ng attivitic!: Arc minimAl,

short-temo!, I vertIr..nl com-

mon need.

5.2.2 Student. It'JFIMPV. Att:%itic!: air

seldom dcre!flont on diirtt in-

structionAl scpeuvislon or IOC-

turv.

rn 5.2.3 Students have accr!,:s to all

necessary cflurse/program mate-

rial during scheduling hours.

5.2.4 Equipment ratios assures ade-

quate hands-on activities for

each student.

5.3 INDIVIDUAL SELF-PACING 5.3.1 Students don't follow a set pat-

tern of group activities, pro-

gress is self-paced.

5.3.2 Records indicate repeat oppor-

tunities for achieving mastery

performance.

BEST COPY
78
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5.3.3 Each student may practice skill

development for each role of a

group activity or component.

5.3.4 Students are informed in advance

of time limitations.

5.3.5 Time limits are based on valid

criteria.

5.4.1 Hierarchal activities ale iden-

tified and communicated to stu-

dents.

5.4.2 Activities support variable se-

quences (course map or otlicr

graphic aid ill ustralcs course

sequence).

5.4.3 Student interest areas are met

through optional activities

within competencies.

5.5.1 Students are tested regularly

through self-tests and criter-

ion (performance) tests.

5.5.2 Records indicate individual

counseling and/or student/

instructor conferences.

5.5.3 Records indicate periodic

student progress.

79
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5.7 PROVISIONS ARE MADE FOR

SPECIAL NEEDS

5.7.1 Records indicate handicapped

students are enrolled in pro-

grams.

5.7.2 Limited access doesn't restrict

enrollment of handicapped stu-

dents.

5.7.3 Counseling and testing services

are provided handicapped stu-

dents via certified profession-

als.

5.7.4 Programs initiated ior learning

disabled thnugh cert. prof.,

i.e., translators.

ODD

6.0 INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS MF.ET PRINTING, PUBLISHING, A':D DIS1RIBUFloN SLMANDS Dan

6.1 PRINT MATERIAL IS HIGH QUALITY 6.1.1 Cs/ware (printed) is letter

quality

6.1.2 Cs/ware (printed) approved for

distribution is first genera-

tion.
01

6.1.3 Printed materials are free of

typographical errors.

6.1.4 "Paste-up" materials are used

only in preliminary copy.

6.1.5 B & W photographs used in Cs/

ware are printed from "half-

tone" process.

r:4
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6.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE

rn
C..

6.3 PUBLISHING AND DISTRIBUTION

MEET ESTABLISHED GUIDELINES

6.2.1 Materials under development

carry approval signatures.

6.2.2 Materials under development re-

flect editorial, grammar, and

style comments as well as read-

ing level identification for

instructional materials.

6.2.3 Graphics developed by profes-

sionals or are revised by pro-

fessionals.

6.2.4 Photographic releases on file.

6.2.5 Publishers approval filed for

external publications.

6.2.6 Preliminary & draft document

carries issue dates.

6.2.7 Technical content is revised

by content expert.

7.0 MEASUREMENT OF STUDENT PROGRESS FOLLOWS PRESCRIBED STANDARDS

7.1 EVALUATION METHODS SUPPORT

INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

7.1.1 Pre-post test deltas available

as part of module history (per-

formance test).

7.1.2 Where applicable, pre-post tests

are used as indicators of stu-

dent achievement. 81
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A!!!!ate pre-post test deltas polo
exist where history is required.

7.2 TEST INSTRUMENTS ARE VALI1)A1ED

AND RELIABLE

1.2.1 Test items of instruction are

developed from terminal and ena-

hlirg perfoymance objectives.

2 Performance tests are the prime

meA!;uro of c(.inpetuncy.

7.2.3

7.2.4

Test instrnm,:mts ale subj,.ct

to tec,dn.-a. revisions.

Test 'nstruwcnts Arc subject

to item antlysi5.

7.3 DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL 7.3.1 Test perform ince tnl. ame

established fn dll terminal ano

enabling lest!. td a!;!.mts.

0
7.3.2 tkstery Lt is develnped for

all terminal p..-rfurmancr df:sess-

ments and appropriate endhling

assessments.

7,3.3 Development of instructinhal

evaluation includes valid. and

relilbility cycles.

8.0 MANAGEMENT OF INSTRUCTION FOLLOWS PRESCRIBED STANDARDS

8.1 FACULTY DEPLOYMENT AND 8.1.1 Faculty hiring and assignment

ORGANIZATION shall be consistent with the

BEST fir'' 82
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8.2 COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS

Ranking System Guidelines on

Faculty assignments and program

plan for development.

8.1.2 Faculty should be qualified

to teach all courses within a

program even though many have

specialty areas.

8.1.3 Records indicate professional

develepmaint rd. the technical

discipline cif fatuity.

8.1.4 Use of Lab A:;sistants and tither

staff shall be to maximize time

for student/teacher contact and

instructional development.

8.1.5 Each class or student has an

assigned Teacher of Record

8.1.6 Prog. urg. and management mini-

mizes dup. of expensive equip-

ment to maximize cost efficiency.

8.1.7 A documented plan for program

development is on file and fol-

lowed.

8.2.1 A definite schedule of faculty

and staff meetings is followed

(bi- monthly, monthly, weekly).

8.2.2 The class schedule of each stu-

dent is maintained and available

all program faculty and staff. 83
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8.11111 Slintslin mat. nolgial pro-

gress are periodically identi-

fied to faculty and staff.

8.2.4 Student progress within the cur-

riculum is maintained centrally

within the program and available

for faculty review.

8.2.5 Credits earned and grades are

recorded continuously throughout

the term.

R.2.6 Students historical test results

are maintained centrally iii the

program.

ri/
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COURSEWARE EVALUATION FORM

NOTE: If you are using this form for the first Evaluator

time, read the instructions in the accompany-
ing Microcomputer Courseware Evaluation

Position

Guide Date

Part A: Courseware Description

In the following sections, record descriptive information about the courseware that you are

evaluating.

I. IDENTIFICATION
Program Title Date

Series Title

Vocational Area(s)

Subject Area(s)

Topic(s)

Developing Agency

Street or P.O. Box

City State Zip Phone(

Author(s)

Programmer(s)

II. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
Microcomputer' 111=T=1Ta
K Memory Required

(number)
Medium of Transfer (include number of each):

Tape cassette

(brand/model)

5"." Flexible disk Other

_ ROM cartridge t3" Flexible disk
(specify)

Programming Language DOS Specifications

Other Specifications
Peripherals Needed (check a.! that apply):

Colcr monitor Modem _ Clock

One disk drive Mouse Video disk

Two disk drives _ Printer _ Touch screen

Plotter Graphics tablet Ten-key number

_ Game paddle(:) _ Light pen pad

Joystick(s) _ Voice/sound _ Other

instrument (specify)

'NOTE: Provide the above information for any additional hardware on which this program

can be used

86
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III. PROGRAM FEATURES (check all that apply
O . __ Network version provided . Program protected

_. Multiple copies required . Data disk needed
4 __ Program can be modified .. Field-test data available

iIV. INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING
za Program mode (check all that apply):
O ....._ Application . Educational . Tutorial

_. Drill and practice gaming . Other
C . . Simulation (Specify)
A
O. Student Target Population (check all that apply):

_ Regular _ Handicapped . Bilingual
Disadvantaged _. Limited English . Gifted

Grade Level (check all that apply):
__ K-6 __ 9-10 _ 13-14 Higher

7-8_ _. ., 11-12 _ Adult_ Education

Instructional Grouping (check all that apply):
_ Individual
_ Small group (up to 4) _ competitive interaction
_ Large group (4 or more) cooperative interaction

Prerequisite Student Skills (specify)

Accompanying Materials (specify types):
Documentation

Student support materials

Teacher support materials

Correlated materials

Estimated Time for Use

V. AVAILABILITY
_ Free __ Sale

(re dies)
Rent S

__ Loan_
(time)

_ Duplication (requestor supplies disk)

(time)

Copyright Restrictions (explain)

Back-up Policy (explain)

Prev,iew Policy (explain)

Update Policy (explain)

Contact

Street or P.O. Box

City State Zip Phone ( )



Part B: Courseware Evaluation Criteria

Indicate the applicability of each section to the courseware being evaluated by checking either

"_ A" (applicable) or "_ N/A" (not applicable). If a section is not applicable. proceed to the next

section. If a section is applicable, check the column that indicates how well the courseware meets

each criterion. Include any comments.

YES
SOME-
WHAT NO N/A COMMENTS

I. SUBJECT MATTER A N/A_
1. Subj ..t matter has educational value.

2. Student objectives are stated.

3. Subject matter is accurate.

4. Subject matter is logically presented.

5. Subject matter is free of race, ethnic, sex,
and other stereotypes.

6. Subject matter is on the level of the
students,

.

7. Information and skills presented are com-
parable to those used in the home, busi- ,
ness, or industry.

8. Subject matter motivates students to learn.

9. Subject matter is reviewed and
summarized.

10. Program utilizes the unique capabilities of
the microcomputer to present the subject
matter.

II. TECHNICAL PRESENTATION A N/A_
1. Program is free of technical problems.

2. Presentation rate is adequate to maintain
interest.

3. Information on the screen is easy to read.

4. Program is free of spelling and grammati-
cal errors.

5. Program instructions are easy to follow.

6. Color increases the instructional value of
the program.

7. Audio increa_ vs the instructional value of
the rrogram.

8. Graphics increase the instructional value
of the program.



SOME-
YES WHAT NO N/A COMMENTS

STUDENT INTERACTION A _ N/A

1. Students can us, the program with min-
imal assistance.

2. Students are actively involved in the
program.

3. Students control the pace of the program.

4. Students can access the program
"menu(s)" to change activities.

5. Students are permitted to change answers.

6. Methods of responding correspond to the
level of the program.

7. Students' errors of entry are processed so
that the program continues to run.

8. Students can access available "help" and
"hint" options at any time.

9. Students can enter or exit the program as

desired.

10. Students control the sequence of the
program.

IV. PROGRAM INTERACTION N/A

1. Feedback is immediate.

2. Cues and prompts are provided to assist
students in answering correctly.

3. Feedback rs!nforces the correct
responses.

4. Feedback is nonthreatening.

S. Program helps students understand wrong
answers.

6. Program gives the correct answer after a
reasonable number of tries.

7. Positive reinforcement is varied.

8. Program has the ability to branch/loop
depending upon students' performance.

9. Feedback is on the level of the student.

V. STUDENT EVALUATION A N/A

1. Evaluation provides a means for measur-
ing attainment of objectives.

2. Program reports which items were missed
and which were correct.
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YES
SOME-
WHAT NO N/A

.

COMMENTS

V STUDENT EVALUATIONContinued

3. Individual student performance results are
available to the teacher.

4. Class performance results are available to
the teacher.

5. Program provides for printed copies of
evaluations.

6. Test item formats are suited to the material
being tested.

7. Test items are clearly stated.

8. Test item bank is provided.

VI. DOCUMENTATION A N/A_
1. Documentation is easy to understand.

2. Documentation is accurate.
,

3. Student objectives are stated.

4. Underlying concepts are outlined: .

5. Skills to be developed are specified.

6 Procedures for integrating the program
into the curriculum are provided.

7. Follow-up activities are suggested.

8. Documentation explains the intended use
of support materials.

9. Sufficient information is provided to oper-
ate the program.

VII. WORK BEHAVIORS A N/A_ _
1. Program helps students identify their

vocational skills.

2. Program promotes pride in work.

3. Program promotes productivity.

4. Program encourages good work habits.
i.

5 Problem solving is encouraged.

6. Program promotes good human relations
skills.

7. Program provides an opportunity for work
satisfaction and self-fulfillment.

8. Program encourages creativity.



YES
SOME-
WHAT NO N/A

,

COMMENTS

VIII. APPLICATION PROGRAMS A N/A
.(to be completed for application programs only)

. 1. Program is adaptable to the needs of the
student.

2. Commands are easily remembered.

3. Information is easily manipulated.

4. Corrections are easy to make.

5. Program includes all necessary variables.

6. Program performs reliably.

7. Program efficiently achieves its intended
purpose.

8. Trial data are supplied for learning to run
the program.

9. Program provides for use of printer when
hard copy of information is advantageous.

10. Program moves from operation to opera-
tion efficiently.

11. Program is compatibliNwith other applica-
tion programs.

12. Program has a supplementary tutorial pro-
gram available.
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Part C: Courseware Evaluation Summary

1. SUMMARY COMMENTS

Identify strengths of the courseware:

Identify weaknesses of the courseware:

Describe uses of the courseware in an instructional setting:

2. SUMMARY OF SECTION

Rate the quality of the courseware for each applicable section of this form by checking the

appropriate column: if not applicable, check N/A."

YES
SOME-
WHAT NO N/A

I. SUBJECT MATTER: Content has educational value.

II. TECHNICAL PRESENTATION: Program is free of malfunc-

tions.

III. STUDENT INT&ACTION: Students are actively involved with
the program.

IV. PROGRAM INTERACTION: Feedback is effectively employed.

V. STUDENT EVALUATION: Evaluation adequately measures
student progress.

VI. DOCUMENTATION: Documentation is sufficient to run the

program.

VII. WORK BEHAVIORS: Program assists students in developing

positive work attitudes and skills.

VIII. APPLICATION PROGRAMS: Program performs the task fa
which it is intended.

3. FINAL RECOMMENDATION

Check your recommendation for the courseware and explain your reasons below.

Highly recommend . _ Recommend with reservations

_Recommend Do not recommend



INTEGRATION OF COURSEWARE INTO CURRICULUM

1. Identify courseware objectives.

2. Compare courseware objectives with curriculum goals and decide if there

is a match.

3. Evaluate courseware to determine if it meets student needs.

4. Develop plans and procedures for courseware use.

a. Fit courseware into the sequence of curriculum plan.

b. Identify type of instructional activity (e.g., supplemental,

alternative learning method, make-up).

c. Identify grouping arrangements (individual or group use).

d. Develop pre-act:' crities (e.g., introduction, instruction

for prerequisite skills).

e. Develop post-activities (e.g., summary, follow-up and review,

student evaluation).

f. Develop supplemental student materials for courseware use

(e.g., modules, student instruction sheets).

5. Implement student use of the courseware and supplemental activities.

6. Evaluate the effectiveness of the instruction and decide whether to

continue use of the courseware. If so, make any necessary adjustments

to improve the instruction.

Developed by Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D., Research Specialist, National Center

for Research Vocational Educatir.n, 1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210,

(614) 486-3(55 or (800) A48-4815
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TAILOR MADE STRATEGIES OF DISSEMINATION1:

THE STORY AND THEORY CONNECTION

By H.S. Bhola

A story from India goes like this: As ill luck would have it, a poor

farmer died a sudden and untimely death, leaving behind a helpless widow

and a young son. As soon as the farmer's widow came out of mourning, she

took he .on aside and spoke to him thus:

"My poor little boy! Your father has left this world for ever. He

will never come back to us to show his love or his care. Our eyes are

tearful and our hearts are sorrowful. But our stomachs are empty. There

is nothing much in the house to eat. Tender as you are in years, you

must go to work so that we can eat and stay alive."

The mother then told the son to go to the rich farmer who lived in

the next village and to ask him for work. As the boy was about to leave,

she gave him a burlap sack and said:"What the farmer gives you for your

labor at the end of the day, put it safely in this sack and carefully

bring it home."

The little boy went to see the rich farmer iu the next village.

He told the farmer cf the misfortune that had befallen him and his mother

1
The word "dissemination" has been retained for use in this paper

to conform to the Conference documentation. Our own preference is for

the phrase "planned change" which is seen to cover all planned change

events and processes such as innovation diffusion, dissemination,

knowledge utilization, organization development, institution building,

community development, technology transfer and technical assistance.

The word "innovation" has been used interchangeably with "objectives

of change" in the body of this paper.

1
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and asked for work. The rich farmer was touched by the little boy's

plight and gladly gave him work. At the end of the day, the farmer

rewarded the boy with a pot of honey for his day's labor.

The boy had remembered too well his mother's instructions about

putting in the sack whatever he got and carefully bringinL It home. He

poured the pot of honey into the burlap sack and began his long walk home.

Needless to say, most of the honey oozed out of the burlap sack and was

lost on the way. Both mother and son were full of sorrow that night.

On the next day, the mother gave her son a bottle and said:"What

the farmer gives you for your labor at the end of the day, put it safely

in this bottle and carefully bring it home." That evening, the farmer

gave the boy a dozen eggs for his labor. The boy remembered his mother's

instructions too well. He sat by himself on the edge of the field and

tried dutifully to put the eggs, one by one, into the bottle. In so doing,

he broke them all for the bottle had a narrow neck. Once again, that

evening, there wasn't much left to take home to his mother.

On the third day, the mother gave the boy a grass basket and said:

"What the farmer gives you for your labor at the end of the day, put it

safely in this basket and carefully bring it home." On this third evening,

the farmer gave the boy some corn flour. The boy remembered his mother's

instructions too well and he put the corn flour in the loosely knit

grass basket that his mother had given him that morning. Most of the

flour fell out of the basket and there wasn't much flour left in the

basket by the time the boy reached home. The mother did not bake much bread

that evening.

As the story is told, the farmer's widow and her son did learn

their lesson in the end.
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Out does the story have lessons for disseminators? We suggest

that it does:

First, the point can be made that story and theory are connected

to each other; they lie on the two ends of the same continuum. Story

structures human experience for easy communication, inter-generationally

and intra-genqrationally. Theory does exactly the same for precisely

the same purpose. The structure of the story accommodates richness of

detail and is suffused with emotion. The theory, however, is a story

about stories. It structures at a higher level the experiences that

have already been structured by many stories. Theory sheds details of

particular situations as it abstracts and generalizes. The structure of

theory lacks emotion but compensates with richer understandings. The

pre-literate man told stories. The industrial and post-industrial man

as also learned to tell theories. Indeed, the modern man finds theory

to be the most practical thing in finding and making the world.

A second point can be made by expanding upon the usefulness of

theory. In the story just told, the bad fate of the farmer's widow and

her young son was made worse by the lack of good theory that could have

helped the widow in giving open-ended instructions, and could have helped

her son in inventing tailor made solutions. What the mother needed badly

was a good "model of container selection" based, in turn, on a taxonomy

of commodities and their properties. What the son needed, in addition,

was the ability to think with the model of containers and to solve his

"pack to carry" problems as they arose unexpectedly each day.

The third use of the story is substantive. The story teaches us,

for example, that we should not invent solutions independently of problems
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and that choices of strategies once made should not become sacrosanct.

More importantly, we should have available to us models and taxonomies

that enable us to anticipate a whole range of possible problems and to

invent solutions and strategies specific to our particular situation.

To say all that needs to be said about tailor made strategies

through stories will need lot of story-telling. It might be enjoyable

but will not be economical in terms of time and effort. On the other

hand, theory-telling while efficient, is not great fun. In fact, theory

is sometimes rejected for being abstract and esoteric even before it is

fully heard. And yet, we do wish to present the CLER model (Bhola, 1982),

a model of planned change most suited to describing and analyzing change

situations and settings and to developing tailor made dissemination

strategies.

The course chosen in the following is this: A beginning is

made in the middle of the story-theory continuum. Ideas on tailor

made strategies of dissemination are presented first as a set of

general principles. These principles are rooted, of course, in the

CLER model, but are presented without too much theoretical self-

consciousness. It is only after the presentation of these general

principles that the CLER model itself is presented in its barest essential

form. Those who are presently not much intrigued with models may want

to stop with the study of the general principles stated below. On the

other hand, those who fancy models and theories may want to proceed with

their examination of the CLER model.

Some General Principles of Planning Change Strategies

Some general principles of planning tailor made change strategies

are described below. Most of these principles arise directly from
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the CLER model, but some are generated from the value assumptions in

which the model is embedded:

Change requires commitment

Change, whether it is generated from the inside or is promoted

from the outside, can not be lead by the uninvolved or the mildly interested.

Change requires personal commitment and social awareness. There are,

of course, rewards and satisfactions for the change agent, but such

rewards and satisfactions are not easily won. Change agentry demands

long hours of work and sacrifice of leisure.

Planning and management of change requires knowledge

Three types of knowledge are needed (Bhola, 1984) for the planning

and management of change: Knowledge of "How the world works"; Knowledge

of "How a particular sector of interest works"; and Knowledge of "How

the change process works".

Making change for ourselves by ourselves, or promoting change for

others, requires knowledge, but change need not be the monopoly of the

expert. To make change to seek renewal is our right and our obligation.

Also, most professional educators already have knowledge enough to

take the initial steps in planning and implementing change. What we do need

to do is not to be satisfied with what we already know but to continue

learning about change agentry and change processes. To do so we need

to reflect on our own personal experiences to systematize our tacit

knowledge 'Alto usable knowledge; we need to read in the social and

behavioral sciences to increase our understanding of social processes and

to improve our repertoire of social and behavioral technology; we need to

get consultant help to bring us the knowledge that we do need but do

not seem to have; and, most, importantly, we need to learn to think and
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act together through participative planning, participative implementation

and participative evaluation of change.

An invitation to change should be an invitation

to total system renewal

Change whether generated from within or offered from the outside

should not be merely additive. It should be used as an invitation to

total system renewal involving a fresh examination of the calculus of

means and ends employed by an institution. All invitations to change

should provide an opportunity to ask questions about the system's

objectives and the system's choice of strategies for attaining those

objectives.

A change planner must think systems and dialectics

A change planner must have a systems view of the world. This

means that the change planner must be able to see various social elements

and "itities of concern as existing in a connected and overlapping

network of mutual interdependences.

A change planner must, at the same time, think dialectically. He

must understand that things and processes are often neither primary nor

secondary, but acquire their definitions only in terms of each other; and

that these definitions are tentative and in continuous redefinition.

Additionally, he must understand that social change is a dialectical

process in yet another sense: actors in the change process are pulled in

different directions, as they respond to their norms and to counternorms

at the same time; and planned change interventions create effects that

are both apposite and opposite.

Clearly, this means that the change agent must work with models

that accommodate system thinking and, dialectical thinking, in terms of
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being able to include the context, the complexity and the continuity

01 plaimed chaugc.

Change planner should consider the whole ensemble

of the changer, the change and the changed

Change is a transaction between and among the various stakeholders

around a change objective. The change maker must, therefore, think in

terms of the whole ensemble of the planner system (P), the objective

of change (0), and the adopter system (A). The planner system need not

always be an outsider, apart from the adopter system. Indeed, the planner

system can be a subsystem of the adopter system, and, thus, an integral

part of the adopter system. Or, the planner system and the adopter

system may be the same one social entity, but playing two different roles- -

alternatively as the change maker and as the change adopter.

The three parts of the ensemble -- P,O, and A --should be seen

to exist in a relationship of mutual definition as each effects and is

effected by the other. The initial objectives will define the boundaries

of both the planner system and the adopter system. The particular

configurations of the planner system and the adopter system and their

resources may, in turn, demand a redefinition of initial objectives.

Change is often defined in the process of implementation

The ensemble P,O, and A suggested above includes the change

objective (0). The change objective (0) may be well defined and packaged

as an innovation or it may be a somewhat ambiguous change objective.

In the latter case, the change objective will need to be defined in the

very process of its implementation. While subjective expressions of a

problematic situation will exist among the various stakeholders within

and outside an institutional setting, the problem may he far from being
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well understood. Even when formal statements of the problem have

been attempted, these may not be statements of the real problem. Indeed,

there may be deliberate or unconscious attempts at problem avoidance.

After a more or less satisfactory definition of objectives has been

obtained, the innovation or the change objective should be unpacked:

it should be described both in technical terms and in terms of social

implications. It must be understood that the incorporation of a packaged

innovation or the implementation of a change objective is never a merely

technical matter. It is always a combination of the technical and the social

or structural.

Adaptations of an innovation or a set of educational objectives

are generally possible without a loss of the integrity of the innovation

or of change objectives. There is always some elasticity in the definition

of ends as well as in the choice of means -- of course, within limits.

It is important that the change agent considers possibilities of adaptations

of innovations and objectives and develops a clear interval of acceptance

for adaptation without loss of integrity.

In _planned change description must precede prescription

Good descriptions are always pregnant with predictions and,

therefore, with prescriptions. The most important part of planning change

is developing good descriptions of change-relevant systems. Such

descriptions must cover all the necessary aspects, each in sufficient

detail. The following four aspects must be covered: configurations,

linkages, environments, and resources.

Configurations (C). What are the actors interested in making

change; and what are the actors who would be effected by such change?

What individuals, what groups, what institutions, what communities and

subcultures will be involved as stakeholders? How are these various
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stakeholders, on both sides of the change equation, related to each

other in social, economic, political and bureaucratic networks? Finally,

how is the change agent as one individual or as one functionary in a

larger planner system related to others in the planner system and to the

adopter system?

Linkages (L). Without linkage neither information can be

communicated nor influence can be brought to bear on each other. As

part of developing descriptions of change-relevant systems, questions

should be asked if linkages exist between the planner system and the adopter

system. We must also examine if linkages exist within the planner system

and within the adopter system.

Environments (E). As part of the descriptions of the planner

system and the adopter system, a note should be made of environments

that surround the change transaction. It should be remembered that the

planner system and the adopter system may not be responding to the same

environment but to different onetac different times; and that those

environments may have the quality of being supportive, neutral or inhibitive

of the change effort.

Resources (R). What are the resources available to the planner

system to promote change? Does the planner system have the whole range

of resources (conceptual, influence, material, personnel, institutional,

and time) that might be needed for the promotion of change? Does the

adopter system have the types of resources and at the levels needed

by it for incorporating the change in question?

As was mentioned earlier, in developing definitions of change

objectives and descriptions of change-relevant systems, change objectives

themselves will undergo redefinition and the boundaries o: the change-relevant
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system will expand or contract. In some cases, the overlap between the

planner system and the adopter system will be deliberately increased to

suit our values in regard to the need for participative planning, and

participative implementation of change.

Descriptions of change-relevant systems should

be tested in the real world

Descriptions of the planner system and the adopter system should

be validated through reality testing in the real context of change.

Description is a multi-layered process. It starts with an initial attempt

at ordering various individuals, groups, institutions and communities that

seem to be involved in the change transaction into a network of relationships

-- formal and informal. This is done through a mix of intuition and

formal knowledge. At the second level of description, the social entities

constituting the planner system and the adopter system are typified and

categorized to build a set of expectations about their normal behavior

and their future behavior under different possible interventions. Finally,

at a third level, initial descriptions are tested in the real context

of change and revised as they are validated.

Strategic prescriptions should arise from

tested descriptions

As has been indicated above, there is nothing more potent than

a good description. Tailor made strategies should arise from definitions

of innovations and objectives and descriptions of change-relevant systems.

It is such definitions and descriptions that will suggest where change

interventions might be made: whether changes are called for in configurations

and configurational relationships; or in linkages within and between them;

or in their response patterns to surrounding environments; or in the
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deployment of resources; or in two or more of these aspects in synergetic

combination.

A few further points may be made in regard to the design of

strategies:

1. The change agent does not operate in the best of all worlds.

What should be changed in an ideal sense may not always be amenable to

change. In real world settings, in real time, the change agent may have

to be satisfied with what is possible and not be able to do what seems

ideally necessary.

2. Different change strategies may have to be used for achieving

the same one change objective in different settings: training and staff

development may be implemented in one setting: adhoccatic organization

may be introduced in another setting.

Different strategies may be used during different phases of the

same change episode: institution building may be implemented in the

first phase, organization development in the second phase, and instructional

development in the last phase.

Power is the essence of all strategy

By definition, the ability to change means the ability to control.

Control is effected through the exercise of powe:. Power need not be brute power.

There are other more acceptable currencies of power: the power of knowledge,

the power of persuasion, and the power to offer or withhold rewards. Our

norms and values should help us in choosing morally and socially acceptable

currencies of power in the exercise of power as we design change strategies.

Sometimes, the power of the adopter system or of competitive systems will

be deliberately encouraged to come into play because of our particular

belief systems.
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Planned change is a continuing_ experiment

Planned change is not a linear process with pie- determined outputs

and outcomes. Planned change is an experiment in and on our world of

work and life. The problem of change is never fully and finally solved:

the old problem changes into a different problem requirir , new commitments

and new interventions. Thus, planned change is a continuous experiment.

Each strategic intervention in the P,O, and A ensemble, creates a new

P,O, and A ensemble demanding a new intervention. The process go ,:s on.

CLER -- A Systemic and Dialectical Model

of Innovation Diffusion and Planned Change

As was indicated, the principles of planned change presented above

are rooted in a theoretical model.: the CLER model. The CLER model suggests

that innovation diffusion or planned change is a function of four

variables:

Configurations and configurational relationships brought into

being by the change transaction between the planner system and the adopter

system;

Linkages within each of the planner system and the adopter system

and between the planner system and the adopter system;

Environments surrounding the planner system and the adopter system; and

Resources available to the planner system to promote change and to the

adopter system to incorporate that change.

The CLER model suggests that the probability of occurrence of a

change event can be increased through a synergetic optimization of these

four variables. (Please note that optimization is not necessarily

m&ximization.)
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The conceptualization of the planner system and the adopter system

does not necessarily suggest two separate social entities, but does

suggest two separate social roles. Thus, the planner system need not

always be an outsider imposing change on an adopter system. The two

systems may be in a state overlap,suggesting participative change; or

the two systems may be fully congruent, suggesting one system in two

roles of the planner and the adopter, in other words, a system engaged

in self-renewal.

The innovation or the objective of change is seen to have a

dialectical relationship with the planner system and the adopter system.

Each innovation, it is asserted, will influence the definition of the

boundaries of the planner system and the adopter system. In turn, the

planner system and the adoptersystem will stigilate adaptations of the

innovation initially offered. Thus, the following ensemble:

( Planner System ) X ( Change Objective ) X ( Adopter System )

or (P) X (0) X (A).

The CLER model suggests that the planner system and the adopter

system should be described in terms of C,L,E and R, thus giving us the

following version of the change ensemble:

(CLER p) X (0) X (CLERa) .

Four different social configurations have been identified by the

CLER model: Individuals (I), Groups (G), Institutions or organizations (IS),

and Cultures, subcultures or communities (CL). Each of the four can act

in the planner role as well as in the adopter role, thereby giving us

sixteen possible configurational relationships as follows:
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CHANGE ADOPTERS

I-I I -C I-IS I-CL

G-I G-G G-IS G-CL

04
IS-I IS-G IS-IS IS-CL 4.1

C.D

CL-I CL-G CL-IS CL-CL

These configurational relationships are used to develop

configurational maps for the planner system and the adopter system.

Linkages have been defined in the CLER model as Linkages between (Lb)

the planner system and the adopter system; and linkages within (Lw) each of

the planner system and the adopter system. Linkages will ...k.so be either

formal or informal. As part of the description of the planner system and

the adopter system, the configurational maps developed above will be

supplemented by what can be celled linkage - typing.

Descriptions of P and A will also take in view the environments

in which they are placed. The P and A in a planned change ensemble will

not necessarily be responding to the same one environment. The quality

of the environment may be inhibitive, neutral or supportive.

Finally, descriptions of P and A must take cognizance of

resources which are of six kinds: conceptual resources, resources of

influence and goodwill, material resources, personnel resources, institutional

resources and time resources. Both the planner system and the adopter

system need resources. The planner system needs resources to nromote change

and the adopter system needs resources to incorporate change.

The (0) in the (P) X (0) X (A) ensemble, also needs definition.

The innovation or objective of change should be described as a socio-

technical entity, describing its technology as well as the social correlates
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of the technology involved. Suitable intervals of acceptance should be

established within which adaptations of the means and ends calculus

of the innovation will be considered acceptable.

The grammar of planned actions

As just described, the initial task in the planning of change is

to conceptualize P,0 aad A as existing in a dialectical relationship and

to describe the three entities in the ensemble. The process of description,

we now suggest, is a multi-layered process involving ordering/relating,

typifying/expecting and experiencing/correcting. (See figure on next page.)

Ordering/Relating. Reality is socially constructed. Ordering/relating

involves making an initial picture of this reality. We impose a structure

on our world, carving out convenient boundaries for the planner and adopter

systems. We structure subsystems within systems to examine relationships

and overlaps. Some temporal order is imposed as purposes and causes are

assigned. Both facts and values are involved in this process of

ordering and relating.

Typifying/Expecting. Once the reality surrounding the change agent

has been ordered as well as the change agent's relationship with and

within this ordered reality, then, the process of typifying and expecting

begins. The various social entities, social processes and environments

are typified as belonging to certain classes ar.d categories. Expectations

are built in regard to their possible future behavior under change. This

is what makes change an experiment rather than a linear and deterministic

action.

Experiencing/Correcting. During the process of experiencing and

correcting, models and structures on the one hand, and typifications and

expectations on the other hand, are reality- tested. Descriptions initially

devel'iped are now validated.
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Strategizing for change

The three interrelated processes described above would give the

change planner a description of the social reality and an opportunity

to validate such a description. In the very description of the P,O, and

A ensemble, the planner of change will find nodes for intervention in

the system. The description might suggest that the initial change objective

needs revision. Or, the description may suggest changes in C,L,E, or R

aspects of the system or in two or more of these aspects in a synergetic

relationship. This is what will provide the change planner with a tailor

made situation specific strategy, S1. (See the figure on the previous page).

It is important to point out that the CLER model in suggesting

situation specific strategies is not claiming that each planned change

situation is "a universe of one" and, therefore, so unique that no

experience is transferable to it from other situations. What we do mean

to suggest, however, is that the change planner should begin within the

context, and develop description of the P,O, and A ensemble before looking

for solutions. A good description will indeed compel the choice of

particular solutions. Some of those solutions will be in the repertoire

of the change agent. Some others will have to be brought in from the

outside.

The graphic presentation of the CLER model in the dialectical

mode also shows that the first strategic intervention S
1
may by no means

be the last one in a change episode. Intervention S
1
may create a new ensemble

of P,O, and A, requiring a new strategic intervention S2 down the line.

The process will be iterative.
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This materiel was prepared for use in this session by Carolyn Davis Luzader. It has been summarized
and condensed, as contrasted to the complete "training session." To actually conduct a goal-setting
conference (using the DAP process), approximately 11/2 2 days of intensive training is requited. Only
highlights of the eight major activities that make up a conference are included here; the complete con-
ference manual is approximately 30 pages. This summarized material and condensed training session
are not intended to take the place of the formal training and full versions of the materials required to
conduct a goal-setting conference. For further information on the AE L Needs Assessment process,
please contact:

Or. Joe E. Shively
Director of Needs Assessment
Educational Services Office
Appalachia Educational Laboratory
P. O. Box 1348
Charleston, West Virginia 25325
800/624.9120

The project preeented or reported herein Ms performed oursrmit to IMP
or more contract* andlor grants from the Nations, Institute of Education,
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do
not necessarily reflect UM position to polky of the Appeal*, Etissetitional
Laboratory or the National Institute of Education, and so entorsr-
ment by the Appelschla Educetionel Laboratory or the National Institute
of Education should be Inferred.

The Appelaahis iduestionif Laboratory, Inc., b an
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Aealon imindyst.
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AEL to Assess
Educational

D Needs

MAJOR EVENTS:

The Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL) is conducting a
major assessment of educational needs in its seven member states.
The study will produce well-documented statements of research
and development needs specific to each state, as well as the agenda
for AEL's R & D work. These results will be useful to both AEL
and the individual states for establishing research and development
priorities in education. Primary support for the study is being
provided by the National Institute of Education (NIE).

Needs assessments are not new to the Laboratory. AEL is a non-
profit corporation created and controlled by educators of its
member states. Its function is to provide the states, separately
and collectively, a specialized research and development approach
for meeting the verified educational needs of the Region. However,
the 1980 assessment differs from previous AEL needs studies. In
the current project, AEL staff will work with states to translate
identified educational needs into statements about R & D needs
that states can use, independent from AEL, as a basis for decisions
about educational R & D planning.

Several major events will occur between February and September
1980. Conferences will be convened in each of the seven member
states. Through a structured process, participants will develop a
list of state educational needs. These lists, combined with educa-
tional needs identified by AEL staff members in the course of their
work, will be submitted to a larger sample of each state's population
for validation. The lists of validated educational needs will be trans-
lated into R & D needs through interactions by Laboratory staff with
the Chief State School Officer, department of education personnel,
and AEL Board members in the individual states. The R & D needs
statements may then be used by states (1) select short-term R & D
service projects to be conducted with AEL, and (2) to identify
potential R & D projects that can be conducted using other means
of support.

Needs information produced by member states also will guide AEL's
long-term R & D planning. A committee of AEL Board members
and an NIE representative will be charged with recommending to
the Laboratory's Executive Board alternate long-term, programmatic
R & D agendas. Major information sources to be used by the
committee in its decision-making are a multi-state/regional needs
matrix, developed from the seven lists of state-specific educational
needs; each state's R & D needs statements; and a set of specially
prepared scholarly papers.

The AEL Executive Board will receive the committee's report and
select one long-term, programmatic R & D agenda that will guide
AEL's work during the next decade. The long-term agenda will
include work recommended for support under AEL's institutional
agreement with NIE, as well as work recommended for support
by other funding sources.
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SPECIAL FEATURES: The 1980 needs assessment contains several special features:

Equitable representation in selection of conference participants.
Since initial identification of each state's educational needs will
occur at the individual conferences, an equitable balance of
participants will be selected to represent a broad array of
agencies and organizations.

Validation of needs by a larger sample of state's residents. A
largtr ample of people representing the same groups attending
the conferences will be used to verify identified educational
needs.

ANTICIPATED
RESULTS:

FUTURE PLANS:

MORE INFORMATION:

Commissioned papers to give in-depth perspectives. Educational
scholars will be commissioned to prepare papers that will refine
and expand information about the Region's most prevalent needs.

The results of the needs assessment have high potential for positive
impact on education in the Region. Information resulting from the
study will be useful to the member states as well as to the Laboratory
for making decisions about educational R & D priorities.

Three particular results may have immediate impact:

the listings of each state's most critical R & D needs,

the identification of state department/AEL R & D service
projects, and

the determination of AEL's long-term, programmatic
R & D agenda.

Since educational needs, and therefore R & D needs, are dynamic,
AEL will implement a major needs assessment every three years.
Through systematic repetition, the Laboratory can adjust its
response to regional needs, both in terms of short-term R & D
services and longterm, programmatic R & D work. In addition,
AEL can assist member states in appropriately redirecting their
R & D focus as some needs are met and new needs emerge.

A flowchart outlining the progression of the needs assessment and
a document describing the design of the project are available from
the Laboratory. To obtain these or other information about AEL's
1980 needs assessment, call or write:

alTerry L. Eidell, Director
Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1348
Charleston, WV 25325
304/347-0400



DAP: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE
APPALACHIA EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY'S NEEDS ASSESSMENT PROJECT

From Aristotle to Dewey to Churchman, problem solv'ng has been the essential element in individual growth and

effective group functioning. Despite the volumes of rhetoric devoted to the topic, however, groups continue to countenance

difficulties in their attempts to define and solve the problems facing them. Consistently, problems tend to be defined more

in terms of prescriptions for action than as discrepancies between actual and desired states of affairs. Commonly, groups

spend rnore time dealing with difficulties encountered in how they function than with the topics that brought them together,

frequently without recognizing that those are separate issues.

DAP is the acronym for a set of concepts and procedures that the members of any group can employ to refine their

problem solving skills and bring them to bear on reallife, dayto-day group needs. Based upon a particular view of human

beings, communication, and the process of inquiry, DAP involves the members of a group in generating and using three kinds

of information: designative Information (D) about the "what is" state of some one or some thing; comparable appraisive

information (A) about "what is preferred;" and prescriptive information (P) that suggests what to do when discrepancies can

be identified between "what is" and "what is preferred.

As group members generate and use these three kinds of information, they move systematically through three different

phases of the problem solving process. They begin by identifying their individual and common problems clearly and 'Pe&

fically. They then develop plans or prescriptions for dealing with the most critical of those common problems. And they

complete the cycle of problem solving by implementing their plans, monitoring effects, and evaluating their success as joint

problem solving systems.

Two relatively simple, but terribly powerful conceptualizations undergird the DAP approach to identifying and resolving

problems or needs within groups. One of these provides us with a way of thinking clearly about needs, needs assessment, and

need fulfillment. The other provides us with a way of thinking about communication within and across groups.

1-c-fiN we think about needs or problems takes its cues from C. S. Morris, a! communication theorist who has helped us

distinguish clearly among designative inquiry, appraisive inquiry, and prescriptive inquirythe source of DAP. To be more

specific:

When any of us tries to identify "what was, is, or will be" with respect to ourselves, others, or the world out there,

we're engaged in designative inquiry and the product of our efforts is designative information. "Yesterday was

Sunday." "It's now after 2:00 p.m." 'Tomorrow I will be in Chicago." "Fall is certainly beautiful in the Appa-

lachians." "It Is 80° in this room..' All of these statements provide designative information, for they attempt to

describe what was, what is, or what will be.

By contrast, when we identify our preferences or desires for the past, present, or future, we're engaged in a very

different kind of inquiry, for our words become valueladen, and they describe, not "what is," but, rather, "what

is preferred." We cell this second kind of effort appraisive inquiry and the information it producesappraisive

information. For instance, "I have always preferred ice cream to pie." "My desire is to be an educator." "I wish

that it was 70° in this room." These are appraisivs statements.

Now, needs or problems wise when there is a clear discrepancy or mismatch between "what is" and "what is pre-

ferred," between the designative end appraisive information we have about some common referent. "Johnny

reads two levels below grade level; we prefer him to read at least at grade level." "It is 80 degrees in this room;

I prefer It to be 70 degrees." These are statements of need.

To complete the cycle, there is yet a third kind of inquiry and rraulting information that we call prescriptive inquiry

and prescriptive information. As the words suggest, prescriptive inquiry attempts to identify specific actions, plans,

strategies, tactics, and so forth that, if implemented, will reduce known discrepancies between "what is" and "what

is preferred." Sometimes, prescriptions are designed to change "what is"the designative state. 'Turn on the air

conditioner to reduce the temperature from 80° to 70°." Other times, they are designed to change "what is pre-

ferred"the appraisive state. Either way, however,they take their cues from clearly identified needs that have been

defined in terms of "what is" and "what is preferred."

*Adapted from
Nagle, John M. Two conceptualizations that undergird the 1980 Needs Assessment Project of the Appalachia

Educational Laboratory. Paper presentation at the annual AEL Conference on Improving Education through

Research and Development. Charleston, West Virginia, October 1980.
Nagle, John M. and James H. Balderson. Group problem solving: The DAP approach. Final Project Report.

Center for Educational Policy and Management. Eugene, Oregon, March 1974.
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In AEL's Needs Assessment Project, there were two specific influences of this particular conceptualization of needs andneeds a.aeurnent:

First, in our effort to distinguish dearly throughout the project between identifying needs on the one hand end,on the other, developing plans to meet those needs. Throughout the project,we have tried assiduously not tomix these two related, but very different kinds of activities.

And second, In our effort to state needs in terms of clew discrepancies between "what is" and "what is preferred."Whether stated by penicipents in State Conferences, ant to others for validation, shared with stets departments,or used by AEL's Board and staff to prepare longterm R and D agendas, the educational needs that providedgrist for the project were consistently framed In terms of parallel descriptions of what is and what is preferredwith respect to some referent.

The second conceptualization that undergirds DAP has to do with levels of communicative contact among human beings.It influenced, rather Subtly, the sequence of activities that et. ',wised the Needs Assessment Project. Think for a momentabout whet happens when you communicate with others, and see if these five levels of communication contact are in evidence:
Level One: Fidelity

That is, when I give a message to someone else, can he or the replicate it faithfully. Sometimes,
fidelity of contact Is all I want le.g., reserving a flight to Charleston when I know precisely theflight I want); more likely, however, fidelity is just the first step, but a very necessary one, inmy efforts to communicate with others.

Level Two: Understanding

That is, does the person who an replicate my message also understand it? Does he or she know
Wm I mean? Can he or she paraphrase the mousey to my satisfaction? N go, we've achieved
effective communicative contact at the level of understanding.

Level Three: Acceptance or Agreement

Don the person accept or agree with my message? That is, does he or she Accept as true my
assertion of what is? Does he or she share my assertion of whet Is preferred? Does he or she
agree that the need I have identified is indeed a need, or that a prescription I have developed
hss a high probability of meeting the need to which it is addressed.

Level Four: Importance or Relevance

While the person may be able to replicate my message, while he or she may understand it and
maybe even agree with it, does the person place the same priority on It that I do? Is it as
important to him or her as it is to me? Testing our priorities is the challenge of this fourthlevel of communicative contact.

Level Five: Commitment

Ultimately, of course, assuming that communicative contact has been effective at the priorfour levels, the finsl test of my effort to communicate turns on whether the person is pre-pared to behave consistent with my message. It Is at this stage that descriptions of what
is and what Is preferred, statements of need, and descriptions for action move from the
domain of linguistics to the domain of behavior.

The goal of the AEL's Needs Assessment Project was two-fold: first, to identify educntionel needs as they were per-ceived from a variety of perspectives; and then to process those needs through a sequence of steps and with a variety ofpersons in order to produce a set of prescriptions of "action plans" for dealing with thaw needs that are amenable toand 0 and that were perceived by most participants to be most important. Throughout this muhiatep proms, our impli-cit goal was to focus on needs that can survive the five levels of communicative canted just described-fidelity, under-standing, agreement, importance, and commitment. Thus, tie four major activities that comprised the project, madeof:orationss the two basic conceptualizations undergirding DAP its three kinds of inquiry and its five levels of communi-cative contact.

Dr. Joe E. Shively
Appalachia Education s/ Laboratory, Inc.

Educetional &ekes Office
P. O. lox 1348, Charleston, WV 25325
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES

An annotated list of the eight activities that comprise s needs assessment conference:

Activity 1: An Overview of the Conference

This activity provides an overview of the conferenceits purposes and processes. Personal introductions
occur, the question that drives the conference is presented, the eight activities of the conference are
briefly explicated, and the agenda is presented.

Activity 2: Generating Initial Need Statements

A need statement is defined and illustrated, practice in identification and generation of need statements
occurs, rules and procedures for generation are explicated, and finally, statements of need we generated
by four small groups. This is where the grist is produced.

Activity 3: Searching for Clarity Within Each Group

This activity provides an opportunity to address the question of.clarity and understanding with each
of the folir small groups. Focus is on meaning of each statement, not on the truth or value of its assertions.

Activity 4: Confirming Clarity Avon the Groups

This activity provides an opportunity to address the question of clarity across the groups, i.e., are the
statements clear to individuals who were not pert of the generation process.

Activity 5: Preparing Each Group's Product

This short activity involves preparing on 4 x 6 cards the reviewed and refined statements. These cards
will be used extensively in the next activity.

Activity 8: Collapsing Need Statements to Remove Redundancies

This activity produces two products: a verbatim list of statements taken from the cards and a revised
Net of statementscollapsed and edited to reduce redundancy or ambiguity. This involves sorting the
need statements into dusters and rewriting. Two versions are prepared: one typed on slips of paper
for each participant and the other prepared on transparencies.

Activity 7: Reviewing and Approving the Revised Need Statements

In this activity, the products from preceding activities we reviewed and then, using overhead transparencies,
each revised need statement prepared for the total group is reviewed and approved. Any editing which
occurs on the emotes is also recorded on the corresponding slips of paper.

Activity 8: Assessing the Importance of the Need Statements

In this activity perticipents discuss (pro or con) from their particular perspective each need statement.
They then rate the importance of the needs described in each need statement using a modified 0 sort
technique.

The first five activities comprise the first afternoon's session. The sixth is carried out at night t' Conference
Coordinators. The seventh comprises the next morning's session, and the eighth activity is the n,, activity during
the second afternoon.

Educational Services Office
Appalachia Educational Laboratory

Charleston, West Virginia
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PURPOSE:

PROCEDURES:

6

ACTIVITY 1

The purpose of this activity is to provide an overview of the
conference, its purposes and processes.

Begin the conference with a welcome (by one or more
appropriate persons).

Explain the purpose of the conferenceto learn what the
participants consider to be the most important educational
needs of the local school district.

Provide a brief explanation of the 2-step process: (1) identi-
fying the needs, and (2) assessing their importance. The
processes to be used are structured, group processes,
requiring public display and review of many of their delib-
erations. Inform participants of any validation activities
that will be conducted in connection with the conference,
and give them some information about how the results
of the Needs Assessment will be used.

Introduce the general categories of people who are
participating in the conference, and then allow each
individual to make his/her own personal introduction
and identify the category represented.

Give a brief overview of the eight activities that will
take place during the conference.

OUTCOME/PRODUCT: The participants have the "content" and the conference
coordinators have the "croons." Together, they can
create an effective conference and a useful product.
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ACTIVITY 2

PURPOSE: The purpose of this activity is to have conference participants
generate, in small groups, the initial set of need statements.

PROCEDURES: Provide some general information about the meaning of a
"need statement" and the procedures that will be used to
generate it. Ask that they avoid the generation of "prescriptions"
as much as possible, and to focus instead on actual needs.

Define a need statement by identifying its three parts:

(1) a referent or broad topic,

(2) a description of what is with respect to that topic,

(3) a comparable description of what is preferred with
respect to that same topic.

A need (or need statement) describes a discrepancy between
what is and what is preferred. Give a few examples of need
statements that have been written in this format.

Conduct a two-part practice session in which participants first
take a list of statements and identify each one as a what is
or what is preferred statement. In the second part, have
them actually generate several need statements, using the
three parts described above. Then have them read their state-
ments aloud for group discussion.

Be sure everyone has in mind the question that guides the
conference: What do you, as a group, consider to ba the
most Important educational needs of your local school district?

Ask the participants to go to their assigned groups, identify
a recorder and begin generating need statements (on butcher
paper) with no questioning of clarity or understanding.

OUTCOME/PRODUCT: The initial set of need statements, generated in small groups.
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ACTIVITY 3

PURPOSE: The purpose of this activity is to search for clarity and
understanding of the need statements within each group.

PROCEDURES: While remaining in the original groups, have participants
discuss each statement for clarity and understanding.
Do not allow questioning of truth or value, and insist
that they focus on meaning.

Have each group select a moderator to keep the discussion
moving, and to generally help the group achieve consensus
on the meaning of each need statement. In addition, each
group must select a recorder who will make notations of
any memory editing on the original set of need statements.

Using a 3-point scale, have each participant rate the
clarity of each need statement. Then, ask that they discuss
each need statement, focusing on them one at a time,
using the clarity ratings.

OUTCOME/PRODUCT: The outcome or goal is two-fold:

(1) to achieve reasonable consensus among group members
on the clarity, and

PURPOSE:

(2) to make certain the intended meaning would be clear
to people outside the group.

ACTIVITY 4

The purpose of this activity is to have people who were not
party to the generation of the original need statements
confirm the clarity of those statements.

PROCEDURES: Ask that three members of each group (excluding moderator
and recorder) volunteer to move to another group. Then have
the "new" members of each group use the procedures from
Activity 3 to rate clarity of the need statements. The Intent
here is not to find fault, but to bring the perspective of
persons who have not been party to each group's deliberations.
This visit ought to confirm the general success of each group's
earlier search for clarity.

OUTCOME/PRODUCT: A set of need statements that are clear, not only to the group
of people who generated them, but also to individuals outside
that group.



PURPOSE:

9

ACTIVITY 5

The purpose of this activity is to get the "final" version
of the need statements transferred from the butcher
paper to 4 x 6 cards.

PROCEDURES: Ask that the visiting members return to their original
groups for this activity.

Have each group take a final look at their statements and
refine them as necessary in light of the suggestions
offered by the visitors. When groups are satisfied with
their products, have them write each need statement on
.0 separate 4 x 6 card. The group identification must
appear on each card, and the statements must be written
in the 3part format (referent, what is, what is preferred).

OUTCOME/PRODUCT: All need statements prepared by the groups, in final
_ edited form, on 4 x 6 cards.

ACTIVITY 6

PURPOSE: The purpose of this activity is to remove redundancies and= collapse similar or related statements into one.

PROCEDURES: The activity is performed by the conference coordinators
and occurs during the evening, following the first day's
conference activities.

Read each card, and group together those statements that
seem to be addressing the same or closely related needs.
After all cards have been read and placed in a group, one or more
revised need statements must be written for each group. The
revised need statements should be reduced to two components
what is and what is preferred. The referents will have served
their purpose by this point, and can be dropped.

OUTCOME/PRODUCT: Two products will result from this activity:

(1) a typed verbatim list of the need statements, exactly
as they were written on the 4 x 6 cards,

(2) the statements, collapsed and revised as necessary to
reduce redundancy or ambiguity.

Produce a complete set (photo copy) for each participant
and one set on transparencies for use with overhead projector.



PURPOSE:

PROCEDURES:

ACTIVITY 7

The purpose of this activity is to have the participants
review the revised/collapsed statements for clarity, and to
insure that none of their original ideas were lost.

Distribute to the participants the typed verbatim list
of need statements and give them a few minutes to read/
review the list.

Nut, distribute the set of revised need statements. Give
a brief overview of the procedures used the night before
to remove redundancies, collapse and write the revised
statements.

Using the overhead projector and transparencies, review each
statement with two concerns in mind:

(1) are the statements as clear as those on the verbatim list?

(2) have my of the ideas presented in the original need
statements been distorted, ignored or overemphasized?

Record any editing by the group directly on the transparency,
and instruct the participants to record those same editings
on their set of need statements.

After all need statements have been reviewed and any editings
recorded, ask the following question before proceeding to
Activity 8: Taken as a total set, an you accept the need
statements that we've just reviewed and given a final edit as
a fair representation of the multiple needs that were identified
yesterday in the small groups?

OUTCOME/PRODUCT: A set of revised/collapsed need statements that have been
confirmed by participants to be a fair representation of their
perceived needs.
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ACTIVITY 8

PURPOSE: The purpose of this activity is to allow each participant to
rate the importance of each need statement that was reviewed
by the group in Activity 7.

PROCEDURES: Conduct this activity in a two-step process, considering
each statement one at a time:

First, give participants the opportunity to argue the importance
of the statement from their particular perspective (e.g., parent,
teacher, student).

Next, allow each individual to draw his/her own conclusions
about the importance of the need statement, and to rate that
statement accordingly, using a 0-sort technique. Rating should
be done in terms of three considerations:

(1) the personal priority placed on that need,

(2) the potential impact on the school district if that
need were met, and

(3) the comments or arguments made about that need
statement.

OUTCOME/PRODUCT: The complete set of conference need statements, rated for
importance by all participantsthe final product.
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"Excellence For The Information Age"

THE SEVENTH NATIONWIDE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

DISSEMINATION CONFERENCE

November 13-15, 1984
Columbus, Ohio
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*Program Presenter
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Steven Bishopp
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